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Abstract
Our body’s functioning depends on the ability of cells to sense and react to their local
mechanical environment; this process is known as mechanotransduction. Despite the
importance of understanding how cells interact with mechanical stimuli, the specific
mechanisms governing such processes have yet to be elucidated. Using microscopy to detect
the early responses of living cells to mechanical loads and forces would be a critical step
towards further understanding cellular mechanotransduction. Dynamic and high-frequency
cyclical loads are relevant to human physiology and disease. Yet, modern microscopy
systems are not capable of delivering the appropriate mechanical stimuli to live cell cultures.
To address this deficiency, we developed a suite of mechanostimulation platforms that
provide precise and relevant loads and forces to cell cultures during simultaneous
microscopic analysis. We developed a motion-control system capable of precisely delivering
vibrations to live cells during real-time microscopy. Using this system, we found that
vibration of osteoblastic cells does not elicit acute elevation of cytosolic free calcium, but did
desensitize responses to later stimulation with extracellular ATP. We next developed and
validated a technique for the practical fabrication of microfluidic channels. In contrast to the
effect of vibration, osteoblastic cells were found to respond to changes in fluid shear stress
with transient elevation in the concentration of cytosolic free calcium. Lastly, we developed a
system to apply disturbed fluid flow to live cells during real-time imaging. This system was
used to demonstrate changes in the concentration of cytosolic free calcium in human
endothelial cells exposed to laminar and disturbed flow. Our findings indicate that different
forms of mechanical stimuli activate distinct signaling pathways in cells. Moreover, these
new technologies will facilitate investigations of the signaling pathways activated by
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dynamic mechanical stimulation of a variety of cell types, in particular those of the skeletal
and vascular systems.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Our bodies have the capability to respond and adapt to mechanical loads and forces. Cells,
the functional units of our body, have the machinery responsible for sensing and responding
to these forces. For example, during physical activity such as running, the cells in our bones
sense the repeated force applied to the body, and can signal to strengthen the bone tissue if
necessary. Indeed, over time, increases or decreases in physical activity can strengthen or
weaken our bones, respectively. In general, physical forces play an important role in the
regular healthy function of the human body, and also in the development of many serious
diseases, including bone disorders like osteoporosis and vascular diseases like
atherosclerosis. Therefore, it is important to understand the processes by which cells carry
out these functions. However, these processes have been difficult to study for many reasons.
For one, there are several different kinds of forces that can interact with cells, including shear
stress due to fluid flow and acceleration due to vibration. Another reason is that it is
technically challenging to observe the immediate changes in cell activity when a specific
force is applied.
In this thesis, we describe the development of new technologies that will allow scientists to
study the early responses of living cells to the application of controlled physical forces. The
first study describes a tool that allows scientists to vibrate cells back-and-forth hundreds of
times per second, while only moving them less than the width of a human hair. The second
study describes a tool that allows scientists to easily and affordably flow fluid over cells in a
controlled way. The final study describes a tool that allows scientists to apply fluid flow to
cells in a way similar to that seen in diseased blood vessels. These tools are all integrated
with existing microscopes and cellular-imaging techniques. Our findings indicate that
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vibration and fluid flow activate different biological control systems within the interior of the
cell. Further studies using these devices may aid in the development of new medical
treatments for diseases like osteoporosis and atherosclerosis.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction
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1.1 Chapter summary
Cells and tissues can convert physical information from their local mechanical
environment into biochemical signals through the process known as
mechanotransduction. Physical forces acting on cells and tissues include strain (e.g. due
to stretching), acceleration (e.g. during vibration), and fluid shear stress (due to flow of
extracellular fluid). Mechanotransduction is thought to be ubiquitous in life on earth and
organisms have developed sophisticated and sometimes specialized mechanisms with
which to process these various types of mechanical signals. In some cases, mammalian
cells detect a strain, which is then amplified by release of ATP into the extracellular fluid,
which in turn signals through cell-surface purinergic receptors, initiating transient
elevation in the concentration of cytosolic free calcium. Change in cytosolic free calcium
levels then leads to a cascade of downstream signaling events, affecting cell fate and
phenotype through the modulation of transcription, translation, and protein activity. The
immediate and transient nature of such signals makes real-time monitoring of cellular
responses to mechanical signals imperative for understanding these phenomena.
Many previous studies of mechanotransduction have investigated its roles in the
musculoskeletal and circulatory systems. In the case of the musculoskeletal system,
mechanical stimulation with vibration and fluid flow has been implicated in bone health,
as anabolic signals fundamental to adequate bone strength. When this signaling is
perturbed or otherwise disrupted, inadequate remodeling leads to a deficiency in bone
mass that is diagnosed in humans as osteoporosis. In the case of the vasculature,
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endothelial cells that line blood vessels are mechanically sensitive. They respond to the
fluid shear stress caused by blood flow and require this stimulus to maintain a healthy
phenotype. If hemodynamics are perturbed, which occurs naturally in certain geometries
of the vasculature (e.g. at bifurcations), then endothelial dysfunction may occur. This
pathological inflammatory signaling leads to disease states like atherosclerosis.
Research tools exist to study cellular mechanotransduction. In the case of fluid shear
stress, flow chambers allow the study of cells responding to changes in fluid flow.
Microfluidics have allowed more relevant micro-scale geometries, which has increased
the impact of these studies. However barriers to entry into this field remain high for many
labs, as custom devices usually require complex and expensive methods of fabrication.
Custom devices are also required to study real-time cell responses to dynamic mechanical
stimuli such as vibration and disturbed fluid flow. Most vibration studies are performed
with whole-body vibration devices, where an entire animal is vibrated. Devices exist to
study the response of cells to vibration, but they are not readily compatible with real-time
monitoring. Similarly with respect to disturbed flow, although the potential impact on
cells has been known for decades, there are few systems available to study the immediate
effect in real time.
It is perhaps unsurprising that the ability for cells and tissues to respond to their physical
surroundings is so essential. More surprising however, may be that relative to other
sensory-transduction processes, the scientific understanding of mechanotransduction is
comparatively incomplete; it is for this reason that we contribute to the science
surrounding mechanotransduction. Therefore, the overall objective of this thesis is to
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develop a suite of instruments for the dynamic mechanostimulation of live cells,
integrated with real-time microscopy.
In this introductory chapter, we discuss the context for mechanotransduction research,
including, the forces we deem most relevant to biology, mechanotransduction
mechanisms that have been identified in the literature, tissues in which
mechanotransduction is known to be highly important, and the methods commonly used
to study the early events of mechanotransduction in cells and tissues. Lastly, we address
the specific aims and objectives of this thesis.

1.2 Overview of mechanotransduction research
The importance of mechanotransduction in biology is difficult to overstate – this is
exemplified by its key role in human physiology. The evolutionary development of
mechanosensation is understood to have a common ancestor phylogenetically preceding
multicellular organisms. Mechanosensation, the sensitivity of biological systems to
mechanical stimulation, is thought to be ubiquitous in nature among all 3 domains of life
(Kloda and Martinac, 2002). Mechanosensitive proteins show homology between
kingdoms (Martinac, 2001). Examples of these are stretch-activated ion channels, which
are described in prokaryotes (Blount et al., 1996), archaea (Kloda and Martinac, 2001; Le
Dain et al., 1998) and eukaryotes (Guharay and Sachs, 1984). This ubiquity among all
phylogenetic domains underscores the importance for life to have this ability of
interacting with the physical environment.
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Although the ability of organisms to interact with their mechanical environment is
intuitive to humans (i.e. understanding the sense of touch is innate), formal scientific
inquiry into mechanobiology (aside from that relating to somatosensation of the nervous
system) likely began with Julius Wolff. His work “Law of Transformation of the Bone”
described the propensity of bone to change its shape as a result of loading (Wolff, 2010a;
Wolff, 2010b; Wolff, 2011; Wolff et al., 1986). Since recognition that mechanical
loading is essential to the physiology of the skeleton, the same has been realized for other
tissues (Wall et al., 2017), including but not limited to skeletal muscle (Huxley and
Hanson, 1954), cardiac muscle (Abraham et al., 2016; Katz, 2002; McCormick and
Tzima, 2016; Takahashi et al., 2013), blood vessels (Ando and Yamamoto, 2009; Berk,
2008; Davies, 1995; Davies et al., 1995; Papaioannou and Stefanadis, 2005), the kidneys
(Nauli et al., 2003; Nauli and Zhou, 2004; Raghavan and Weisz, 2016; Weinbaum et al.,
2010), and the lungs (Alevriadou et al., 2017; Liu et al., 1999; Mahto et al., 2014).
Various forms of mechanical loading of all these tissues converge on a few key modes of
mechanical stimulation. While forces applied to tissues and cells may differ in their
presentation, cells can only respond to these stimuli through a limited number of
fundamental mechanisms. Here, we suggest that many mechanotransductive phenomena
are the result of strains arising through one or more of the following mechanical stimuli:
tensile stress and strain, fluid shear stress, and acceleration.
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1.3

Mechanical stimuli relevant to
mechanotransduction

There are multiple relevant forms of mechanical stimulation (Janmey and McCulloch,
2007; Scott et al., 2008), including tensile strain (stretching) (Reed et al., 2014),
acceleration (e.g. vibration) (Zhou et al., 2014b), and fluid shear stress (Macek Jilkova et
al., 2014). The literature reveals that these are currently being investigated in multiple
systems and, at the moment, it is not entirely known which types of forces and stimuli are
the most relevant to each specific cell type. In nature, the effects of these forces are
difficult to isolate as they often act simultaneously, and may have multiple effects on cell
signaling. In this thesis, we attempted to isolate each stimulus, as a reductive approach
may be key to parsing their individual effects, and for identifying how best to manipulate
them in the future for medical interventions.
In determining which parameters of mechanical stimuli are most relevant, the literature
cites the dynamic nature and the magnitude of the resulting strain as being key attributes.
A static mechanical stimulus is one that does not vary in magnitude or direction over
time, whereas a dynamic stimulus may change in magnitude and/or direction over time. It
has recently been postulated that the most relevant stimuli in cellular
mechanotransduction are highly dynamic in nature. Although mechanotransduction has
been investigated for some time, the relevance of dynamic, high frequency stimuli has
been recognized much more recently (Michel, 1988; Weinbaum et al., 1994).
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The biological relevance of high-frequency stimuli may not be immediately obvious
when one considers typical loading scenarios (e.g. walking at a rate of 1 Hz). However,
this can be explained by the fact that it is the range of frequencies that are actually
transmitted through the body (Seidel et al., 2001), not the rate of the initial loading,
which is significant. In the example of the musculoskeletal system, the natural resonance
of human bone dictates the range of frequencies transmitted through that tissue. Human
bone has been found to transmit frequencies of approximately 100 Hz (Benirschke et al.,
1993), with more recent research showing transmissibility up to 20 Hz (Meusch and
Rahmatalla, 2014) (Fig. 1.1). Thus, there is a range of frequencies that could be of
interest in bone as well as other tissues.
The dynamic nature of mechanostimulation is also important in other tissues, such as the
vasculature. The human heart beats approximately once every second, pumping blood
throughout our vessels, which applies a fluid shear stress to the vascular endothelium.
Examining an archetypal blood flow waveform (Figure 1.2) of the carotid artery reveals a
flow rate that is temporally variable and contains high frequency components in the tens
of Hz. Interestingly, it is not entirely dissimilar in appearance to the impulse waveforms
of loaded bone seen in Figure 1.1. This similarity in dynamic loading may play a role in
the cellular mechanotransductive mechanisms used to respond and adapt to these stimuli.
In this thesis, we focused on vibration and fluid shear stress in bone cells (osteoblasts and
osteoclasts) as well as vascular endothelial cells. However, the tools developed in these
studies were designed to be applicable to many different cell models. Strains due to
tensile stresses were not directly addressed in these studies. However, tensile stress and
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Figure 1.1 Waveform of an impulse load. Rabbits with femoral implants were
loaded by dropping an impact mass, with a load of either 500 N (a) or 1000 N (b).
Impulse loads were detected with a pressure sensor, resulting in a voltage,
representative of the impact force, over time. Impulse loading results in a rapid
peak load, and subsequent lower magnitude but high frequency ringing. This
image is taken from (Diao et al., 2017), and reproduced under the terms of the
Attributions 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) license.

Figure 1.2 Average common carotid flow waveform. Two thousand repetitions of
carotid flow simulated by a pump for the production of physiological flow
waveforms. This arterial waveform displays the dynamic and time-dependent
nature of blood flow rate within an artery. Reproduced with permission from
(Holdsworth et al., 1991).
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strain are addressed below, due to their relevance to and interconnectedness with the
other modes of mechanical stimulation.

1.3.1

Tensile stress and strain

Strain (𝜀) is the measure of deformation (i.e. change in dimensions) caused by the
application of an external force when stretching an object (Callister, 2001). It is defined
as equal to the change in length (D𝐿) of an object divided by the original length (𝐿$ ) of
the object (Fig 1.3):
𝜀=

D(
()

Therefore, strain is a unitless dimension. Straining an object by stretching is achieved by
applying a tensile force to the object. The stress (𝜎) imparted upon an object is equal to
the force (F, in Newtons) that is used to stretch the object, divided by the cross-sectional
area of the object (A, in square meters):
𝜎 =

+
,

The magnitude of strain experienced by a particular object at a fixed force is determined
by the elasticity of the material that makes up the object, which is expressed as Young’s
modulus (Y). The Young’s modulus (Pa) of a given material is equivalent to the stress
divided by the strain, within the elastic region of an object’s deformation (i.e. the region
of strain values within which the object returns to its original shape after cessation of the
applied force), and is given by:
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Figure 1.3 Physical strain due to stretching. As a tensile force is applied to the
object, it changes its length and is strained. The degree of deformation is
proportional to the material properties, defined by the Young’s modulus, and the
tensile stress (F/A).
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𝑌=

.
/

This system is governed by Hooke’s Law, which states that, within this elastic region, the
stress is directly proportional to the strain and the elastic modulus of the object.
Rearranging the Young’s modulus gives us Hooke’s Law:
𝜎 =𝑌∙𝜀
Strain deformation is relevant in many human tissues, including both the skeleton (Yu et
al., 2015) and the vasculature (Back et al., 2013). When a material, such as bone or blood
vessel is stretched, the cells that adhere to the strained matrix are also deformed (Miller,
2017).

1.3.2

Fluid shear stress and fluid flow

Wall shear stress (WSS) due to fluid flow is the force generated when a viscous fluid
flows over a surface (Cengel and Cimbala, 2018). When we consider the factors
contributing to the shear stress (t) generated by a fluid flowing along a surface, we are
primarily concerned with a few factors of the system, including: the velocity of the fluid,
the geometry of the fluid container, and the fluid’s characteristics (i.e. viscosity and
density). To understand the concept of shear stress, we can imagine a fluid-filled
container with an overlying plate (Fig. 1.4). If we apply a force to the plate to slide it
across the fluid surface, the layer of fluid in contact with the plate will move with the
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Figure 1.4 Shear stress is a function of viscosity and the velocity gradient. As the
upper plate is moved along the surface at a velocity, it drags the fluid in contact
with it due to viscosity. The stress caused by the interaction of the viscous fluid
with the moving plate is shear stress and is equal to the slope of the change in
velocity (v) over the change per increment in height (∆z).
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plate. This is a no-slip fluid boundary condition that occurs due to viscous forces, where
micro-scale interactions of the fluid’s molecules with the plate have macro-scale effects
on fluid behaviour. This viscous drag is proportional to the viscosity coefficient of the
fluid (µ), which relates to the ratio of shear stress (F/A) applied to the velocity gradient
(∆v/∆z) generated according to Newton’s equation as:
𝐹4
𝐴
µ=
∆𝑣4
∆𝑧

∴

𝐹
∆𝑣
=µ
𝐴
∆𝑧

where F is force (N/m2), A is area in m2, ∆v is the difference in velocity (m/s), and ∆z is
the increment in height (m). The viscosity coefficient is therefore reported in units of
Pa•s, and is the coefficient of proportionality between the shear stress applied and the
resulting velocity gradient, with increasing viscosity coefficient indicating higher shear
stress for the same velocity gradient. Water (at 20°C) for example, has a viscosity of
1.0016 mPa•s.
As the top lamina moves, these viscous forces will also interact within the fluid itself, and
it will drag the lamina beneath it, and so on. This creates a velocity gradient within the
fluid. As the velocity gradient reaches the bottom of the container, the final lamina of
fluid in contact with the wall will have zero velocity. This is the same no-slip condition
as observed at the wall of the moving plate. Shear stress is generated as a result of this
velocity gradient, both between fluid laminae, and at the boundary between the fluid and
the walls.
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The linear velocity gradient is a simplification, and its true nature will depend upon the
geometry of the flow container. For example, flow in a pipe (Fig. 1.5) has a maximal
velocity of two-fold greater than that of the mean velocity. The maximal velocity occurs
farthest from the effect of viscous drag on the walls, and therefore at the 3D-centre
(centreline, and central plane) of the pipe. Shear stress at the wall can be calculated by
evaluating the shear stress where height is equal to zero:

𝜏= µ

∆𝑣
:
∆𝑧 ;<$

Wall shear stress is an important parameter of fluid flow in biological systems. It is the
quantity by which physiological responses to flow are evaluated. It is hypothesized to be
a key force that cells detect in order to respond to flow in their local environment.

1.3.3

Acceleration and vibration

When an object in motion translates its position in space it is described as being displaced
(Halliday et al., 2005). Displacement (D) in one dimension is calculated as:
𝐷 = ∆𝑥 = 𝑥? − 𝑥$
The rate of change of an object’s displacement over time is expressed as the object’s
velocity (v), which is defined as:
𝑣 = 𝑑𝐷/𝑑𝑡
Acceleration (a) is then defined as the rate of change of velocity over time (Fig. 1.6):
𝑎 = 𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡
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Figure 1.5 Shear stress due to blood flow in a vessel cross section. As fluid is
pumped through a blood vessel, a velocity gradient is formed relative to the
geometry of the vessel. The maximal velocity occurs at the centre of the vessel,
and reaches zero at the vessel wall (no-slip). The vessel wall is lined by vascular
endothelial cells, which are sheared by the flow of blood. The shear stress (t) is
equal to the viscosity multiplied by the velocity gradient (i.e. the slope of the
velocity profile). Fluid flow also commonly occurs within in bone, for example,
shearing osteocytes lining the lacunar-canalicular network.
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Figure 1.6 Relationship of acceleration to velocity and displacement during
simple harmonic oscillations. As an object moves, its motion is described by a
displacement (D, m), which is the difference between the object’s starting and
ending position. Velocity (v, m/s) is the rate of change of displacement (first
derivative, dotted blue tangent) as a function of time. The rate of change of
velocity (second derivative of displacement, dotted green tangent) is acceleration
(a, m/s2). In simple harmonic oscillations, an object’s motion is sinusoidal.
Sinusoids are characterized by their frequency (f) and amplitude (A). Frequency
is the inverse of the period (T = 2p = 1/f) and is the rate of cycles per unit time in
Hz. Amplitude is the maximal distance from sinusoidal peak to baseline.
Frequency, amplitude, and peak acceleration are all defined by the expression
apeak = A(2pf)2. Dotted black line indicates sinusoidal baseline.
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Dynamic accelerations (i.e. those that vary over time) can take many forms, the most
fundamental being sinusoidal oscillations. Oscillating sinusoidal motion (y) described as
a function of time takes the form of:
𝑦 = 𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)
where A is the amplitude (in meters), w is the angular frequency of the motion over time
(in radians per second), and t is time (in seconds). As we know that the first derivative of
motion is velocity, we can describe the rate of change of sinusoidal motion as:
𝑣 = 𝐴 𝜔 cos (𝜔𝑡)
The rate of change of velocity can then be described as the acceleration by:
𝑎 = −𝐴 𝜔M sin (𝑤𝑡)
We can also describe the angular frequency as:

𝜔=

2𝜋
𝑇

where T is the period of the oscillation, or the time required to complete a sinusoidal
cycle (in seconds). The period is therefore equal to the inverse of frequency (cycles per
second or Hz).

𝑇=

1
𝑓

Thus angular frequency can also be expressed as:
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𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓
If we then replace angular frequency with this equivalent expression when describing the
acceleration of a sinusoidal oscillation, we obtain:
𝑎 = −𝐴 (2𝜋𝑓)M sin (2𝜋𝑓𝑡)
The acceleration reaches its peak value when sin(2pft) reaches its peak value and is equal
to 1, therefore:
𝑎VWXY = 𝐴(2π𝑓)M
Thus, the peak acceleration, amplitude, and frequency of a simple harmonic oscillator are
all related to one another by this expression.
Acceleration is relevant in biology in several forms. All organisms on earth experience
gravity, which is the force that of attraction between two masses towards each other.
Constant acceleration due to the force of gravity (g) is equal to ~9.8 m/s2 at the surface
of the Earth. The force of gravity is relevant to biology, and influences organismal
development and physiology (Morey-Holton, 2003). Less obvious, but still thought to be
important, are dynamic oscillating accelerations experienced as vibrations. Vibrations are
commonly experienced in the modern world and can be relevant when operating motor
vehicles or using power tools (Cardinale and Pope, 2003; Cardinale and Wakeling, 2005;
Ozkaya et al., 1994). Sometimes these vibrations are of relatively high magnitude (peak
acceleration >1 g) and may have adverse biological effects (Charles et al., 2018; Kwaku
Essien et al., 2018; Nilsson et al., 2017; Shen and House, 2017). It has recently been
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hypothesized that human tissues are sensitive to low magnitude (<1 g), high frequency
(>15 Hz) vibrations, known as LMHF vibrations (Fritton et al., 1997; Rubin et al., 2001).
Upon impulse loading, the skeleton is vibrated and experiences high-frequency signals
determined by the tissue’s material characteristics (Guo and Teo, 2005; Kiiski et al.,
2008; Pope et al., 1997; Randall et al., 1997; Rubin et al., 2003). Additionally, different
parts of the body appear to have different transmissibility, depending upon their distance
from the vibrational source and the surrounding structures (Hu et al., 2015; Kiiski et al.,
2008).
Not only are the immediate mechanisms that detect and transduce vibrational mechanical
stimuli unclear, their longer-term biological effects are equally murky. Early studies of
LMHF vibration and their effects on human tissues were mostly focused on the effects of
whole-body vibration (WBV) on the musculoskeletal system. Some investigators
reported that vibration had anabolic effects on bone and catabolic effects on adipose
tissue (Judex et al., 2003; Rubin et al., 2001; Rubin et al., 2002; Rubin et al., 2007). As
well, WBV showed promise as a potential non-pharmacological intervention for serious
pathologies such as osteoporosis (Gilsanz et al., 2006; Judex et al., 2002; Rubin et al.,
2001). However, these findings have been controversial as other investigators have been
unable to confirm these anabolic effects (Cardinale and Pope, 2003; Castillo et al., 2006;
Iwamoto et al., 2005; Lynch et al., 2010; Roelants et al., 2004), or the clinical efficacy of
WBV in populations most at risk (Merriman and Jackson, 2009; Slatkovska et al., 2011).
Additionally, some investigators have reported that LMHF vibrational exposure has
negative, degenerative effects on the musculoskeletal system in mouse models (McCann
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et al., 2017). This uncertainty makes it paramount to further understand the cellular
mechanisms underlying the process of vibrational mechanotransduction.

1.4

Mechanotransduction

1.4.1

Cellular mechanisms

Mechanotransduction is the process by which cells sense and respond to mechanical
stimuli. It is an essential process to human physiology, and organisms have developed
sophisticated cellular mechanisms to sense mechanical loads and strains, and convert
them to biochemical signals. These biochemical signals can then be amplified and
processed by second messengers, eventually affecting cell behaviour. In Fig. 1.7, we
present a schematic of the timeline for mechanotransductive signaling processes in
mammalian cells. This summarizes our laboratory’s view of these processes (references
are provided in the following sections).
A tissue is loaded mechanically, and the force applied stresses the cell. The cell
experiences strain, which is detected by an initial mechanosensor (e.g. integrins, primary
cilia, ion channels). This signal is amplified by the rapid release of ATP into the
extracellular fluid. This ATP then functions as an autocrine and paracrine signal, binding
to P2 nucleotide receptors on the plasma membrane amplifying the initial signal. The P2
receptors then activate various intracellular signaling pathways including, in many cases,
elevation of cytosolic free calcium. These signals lead to the production and release of
secondary signaling molecules (e.g. nitric oxide and prostaglandins). Gene expression
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Figure 1.7 Schematic showing timeline of the molecular mechanisms involved in
mechanotransduction. Following mechanical loading, the cell is stressed,
imparting strain. The strain is detected by the initial mechanosensor. This leads
to the release of extracellular ATP, often causing a transient elevation in cytosolic
calcium levels. Further secondary signaling amplifies this response, leading to
changes in transcription and eventually cell phenotype. The exact workings of
these mechanisms remain unclear and likely vary depending on the nature of the
mechanical load, the cell type, and its context. NO is nitric oxide, LPA is
lysophosphatidic acid, PGE2 is prostaglandin E2, MAPK/ERK is the mitogenactivated protein kinases/extracellular signal-regulated kinases, NFAT is nuclear
factor of activated T-cells, CREB is cAMP (cyclic AMP) response elementbinding protein.
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can then be altered by the activation of transcription factors (e.g. NFAT) that influence
cell phenotype and fate.

1.4.1.1

Mechanosensors

The first step in the mechanotransduction signaling cascade involves sensation of the
mechanical stimulus. As discussed above, mechanical stimuli can present in several
different modes. Sensation of some of these mechanical stimuli is better understood than
others. Below, we discuss a few of the candidate mechanosensors that have been
proposed by others.

1.4.1.1.1

Stretch-activated channels

Stretch-activated ion channels (SACs) are transmembrane ion channels. More generally,
they are referred to as mechanically sensitive ion channels. The basic function of these
channels is to permit ion movement across the cell membrane. SACs play a role in the
gating of many different ions, including Ca2+, Na+, and K+. Here we focus on Ca2+permeable SACs and their relevance to mechanotransduction. As free-Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2+]) is much greater in the extracellular space compared to the cytoplasm,
functionally, their activation results in the elevation of cytosolic free-Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2+]i). They are part of a larger collection of Ca2+ entry channels (Deliot and
Constantin, 2015), classified by their gating mechanisms, which include ligand-gated
channels (e.g. P2X family) (Schmid and Evans, 2019), store-operated channels (e.g. Orai
family) (Putney, 2018), and voltage-gated channels (Cav family) (Zamponi et al., 2015).
Stretch-activated channels, as the name implies, are activated through stimulation with
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mechanical stretch. The requirement of classification as a SAC is that the channel gates
in response to mechanical stress – it does not imply physiological relevance (Sachs,
2010). Simply, a stress is applied to the cell membrane, stretching it. This strains the cell
membrane, causing SACs within the membrane to open.
These channels are well known for their role in cardiac function (Reed et al., 2014),
however they have also been implicated in cancer biology (Deliot and Constantin, 2015),
among other pathologies. Piezo1 is a SAC that has been identified to play an important
role in vascular mechanobiology (Murthy et al., 2017) and osteoblastogenesis (Sugimoto
et al., 2017). TRPV4 has also been identified as a mechanosensor in mammalian cells. It
is also a Ca2+-permeable non-selective cation channel, known to play a role in the
physiology of many tissues including the vasculature and the skeleton (Yin and Kuebler,
2010). Interestingly, although TRPV4 has been shown to be required for
mechanotransduction in mesenchymal stem cells, it may not be sufficient alone. TRPV4
has been found to also co-localize with another proposed mechanosensor, the primary
cilium (Corrigan et al., 2018). TRPV4 may not be directly activated by stretch, rather by
ligand gating (Watanabe et al., 2003), however mechanical activation has been shown
(Loukin et al., 2010).

1.4.1.1.2

Primary cilia

The primary cilium is a cellular structure that was previously hypothesized to be vestigial
(Satir et al., 2010). It has more recently been implicated in playing an important, yet
controversial role in cellular mechanotransduction (Delling et al., 2013; Delling et al.,
2016). The primary cilium is similar to motile cilia in form, but not in function or
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expression; it has a microtubular core structure but no motile function, and is found in
nearly all cell types (Nguyen and Jacobs, 2013). Initial discoveries of primary-ciliummediated mechanotransduction were made in the renal system, where primary cilia were
found to not only sense fluid flow (Praetorius and Spring, 2001), but also to be essential
for mechanotransduction (Praetorius and Spring, 2003).
The basic hypothesis of flow sensing by primary cilia is described as follows (Nag and
Resnick, 2017). The cilium presents on the membrane of the cell. Extracellular fluid
flows through the tissue (e.g. renal tubule, blood vessel, bone canaliculus) deflecting the
primary cilium. This deflection strains a membrane protein (e.g. TRPV4) co-localized to
the cilium. This initiates a downstream signaling cascade. The primary cilium is thought
to orchestrate mechanotransduction through a Ca2+-dependent mechanism. Studies have
shown however that in canine kidney cells, the fluid shear sensing mechanism does not
require primary cilia, but is mediated via ATP-dependent Ca2+ signaling (Rodat-Despoix
et al., 2013). It has also been postulated that the primary cilium is localized near integrinmediated cell-matrix attachments, providing a mechanism of membrane tension sufficient
for mechanotransduction (Spasic and Jacobs, 2017).

1.4.1.1.3

Integrins

Integrins are membrane proteins that mediate cell-matrix attachment and also play a role
in cell-cell attachments (Barczyk et al., 2010). They are a large family of dimeric
proteins, and their subunit composition varies based on tissue expression. Generally, they
bind large extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules such as collagen, fibronectin,
vitronectin, and laminin, creating a link between the ECM and the cytoskeleton at sites
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known as focal adhesion complexes. This anchoring role is important in cell adhesion,
and is intimately related to the proposed mechanotransduction signaling function.
The classical integrin mechanotransduction mechanism is known as the tensegrity model
(Ingber, 2008). It proposes that the cytoskeleton, due to its linkage to the ECM via
integrins, is in constant homeostatic tension. Thus, when a mechanical stimulus arises,
such as the stretch of the matrix to which the cell is attached, the tensile homeostasis is
disrupted, which is sensed by integrin signaling complexes (Ingber, 1997). Upon
application of force, the integrin changes conformation to stabilize its cell-matrix bond.
Additionally, cytoskeletal proteins are recruited (e.g. talin) that can only bind to sites on
integrin-related complexes (i.e. vinculin) exposed through stretching (Sun et al., 2016).
Lastly, integrins are functionally related to SACs as they gate Piezo1 and TRPV4 in
response to a force applied to the integrin (Ross et al., 2013).
Thus it is likely that these different mechanisms, along with those yet undiscovered,
either vary in relevance based on cell type, or are part of a coordinated assembly of
mechanotransduction complexes. Activation of these mechanosensors is the first step in
the mechanotransductive cascade, followed by downstream biochemical signaling.

1.4.1.2
1.4.1.2.1

Downstream signaling
Nucleotides and cytosolic calcium signaling

Through the activation of mechanosensors, strain is transduced from a mechanical signal
to a biochemical one. Cells release ATP in response to a myriad of mechanical stimuli,
including fluid shear (Genetos et al., 2005) and vibration (Yamazaki et al., 2003). The
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role of ATP release has been suggested as a mechanism to amplify downstream signaling
cascades (e.g. Ca2+ signalling) (Suadicani et al., 2006). Beyond mechanotransduction,
extracellular ATP has a vast range of biological effects, ranging from regulation of
differentiation and proliferation, to more tissue-specific functions (e.g. vasodilation)
(Volonte et al., 2006). ATP is considered to be an evolutionarily ancient signaling
molecule, where aside from its metabolic function, likely has origins as an extracellular
signal indicating danger to neighbouring cells (Burnstock and Verkhratsky, 2009). The
exact mechanisms of ATP release from the cell are not clear. In recent studies, an
exocytotic mechanism of ATP release in airway smooth muscle cells was identified
(Takahara et al., 2014). Vesicular release has been observed in pre-synaptic neuron
terminals and through ion channels in astroglia (P2X7) (Pankratov et al., 2006). It has
been suggested that, in urothelial cells at least, Pannexin 1 may mediate ATP release
(Negoro et al., 2014). There have also been suggestions that ATP release is a
fundamental response to membrane damage (Mikolajewicz et al., 2018).
Regardless of the mechanism, once ATP is released from the cell, it can interact with cell
surface purinoceptors (Fig. 1.8). Purinergic signaling, although controversial following
its initial proposition (Burnstock, 1972), is now accepted as a key mechanism in
physiology and pathology (Burnstock, 2017). Purinoceptors are a large family of
transmembrane receptors, whose subtypes include P1, P2Y, and P2X. Adenosine
nucleoside transporters (e.g. ENT1) have also been proposed to play a role in modulating
purinergic signaling (Pastor-Anglada and Perez-Torras, 2018), but are not purinoceptors
themselves. P1 receptors are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) activated by
extracellular adenosine. P2 receptors are subdivided into P2Y GPCRs and P2X ATP-
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gated ion channels. Different receptor subtypes have distinct pharmacology. P2Y are
more ligand promiscuous and are activated by both purine and pyrimidine nucleotides,

Figure 1.8 P2 receptor signaling pathways. Extracellular ATP signals through cellsurface P2 receptors to initiate the transient elevation of cytosolic free Ca2+. P2
receptors can either mediate release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores, or ion entry
from the extracellular space. Reproduced with permission from (Dixon and Sims,
2000).
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whereas P2X is more specific for ATP and its analogs (Ralevic and Burnstock, 1998). In
mammals, the P2Y family is comprised of 8 subtypes, and the P2X family is comprised
of 7 subtypes (Boeynaems et al., 2005; Erb et al., 2006). P2 expression is tissue
dependent, however both P2Y and P2X are widely distributed, and both are present in the
vasculature (Burnstock, 2016) and musculoskeletal systems (Orriss, 2015).
In many cases, activation of P2 receptors leads to downstream [Ca2+]i signaling. In
response to nucleotide binding, P2X channels open, allowing the entry of extracellular
Ca2+. Several P2Y receptors are coupled through G proteins to activation of
phospholipase C (PLC). PLC activity generates inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and
diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 then activates IP3 receptors on the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), allowing flux of Ca2+ from the ER to the cytoplasm (Dixon and Sims, 2000).
Therefore, elevation of cytosolic free Ca2+ can be due either to influx of extracellular
Ca2+or release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores.
Cytosolic Ca2+ is an important second messenger with functions ranging from life and
death of the cell, and nearly everything else in between (Berridge et al., 1998). Cytosolic
free Ca+ (Ca2+i) is another example of an evolutionarily ancient signal, and plays an
essential role in unicellular and multicellular organisms (Carafoli and Krebs, 2016). It is
considered to be a master regulator of cell function and, as such, the cell has developed a
sophisticated toolkit with which to manipulate this pathway (Berridge et al., 2000). In
very simple terms, Ca2+i can be considered as a binary on/off switch. The cell, through
great effort, sustains extremely low concentrations of cytosolic free Ca2+ (~100 nM) in
the resting state. When activated, free Ca2+ may rise a full order of magnitude in
concentration (to ~1 µM). The fundamentals of the Ca2+ signaling toolkit are as follows:
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1) a stimulus turns on the Ca2+ signaling cascade, 2) Ca2+ mobilizing signals increase
[Ca2+]i, 3) Ca2+-dependent signaling processes occur, and 4) cellular machinery restores
[Ca2+]i to the resting state. It should be noted that it is now recognized that Ca2+ signalling
is not a simple on/off system, but an extremely complex spatiotemporal signal within
cells (Berridge and Dupont, 1994). This underscores the potential importance of devices
that would enable real-time Ca2+ imaging in live cells during – or immediately following
– mechanical stimulation.
One of the best-known Ca2+-dependent signaling molecules is calmodulin (CaM). It is a
primary sensor of [Ca2+]i and classically plays a role in the contraction of smooth muscle
cells (Walsh, 1983). Its calcium sensing ability comes from its structure. It has four EFhand domains, which are helix-loop-helix motifs that bind ionized Ca2+ (Gifford et al.,
2007). CaMs function as Ca2+ sensors and activate proteins, often phosphatases and
kinases, which are unable to interact with Ca2+ directly. These CaM-dependent proteins
can then go on to regulate the activity of multiple effectors, influencing protein activity
and gene expression.
The off reactions returning [Ca2+]i to its basal levels are the last part of the toolkit. When
calcium levels are sufficiently high, a variety of Ca2+ pumps and exchangers are
activated, transporting Ca2+ out of the cytoplasm, and either back into intracellular stores
or the extracellular space. This is a critical aspect of Ca2+ signalling, as extended levels of
high [Ca2+]i are destructive to the cell, eventually leading to apoptosis (Orrenius et al.,
2003).
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Ca2+ signaling is organized, not just through the exquisite control of baseline [Ca2+]i, but
also through precise spatiotemporal dynamics. In terms of spatial control, [Ca2+]i can
occur as subcellular sparks or puffs depending on the source, and are constructed from
fundamental events known as quarks or blips. Alternatively, [Ca2+]i waves, constructed
from elementary events, can be generated and range from subcellular, to whole cell, and
even intercellular signals (Abu Khamidakh et al., 2013; Huo et al., 2010; Jing et al.,
2013; Jorgensen et al., 1997). They are a product of positive feedback loops as
neighbouring Ca2+-sensitive receptors are activated by local elementary events.
Temporally, [Ca2+]i can be a cyclical signal persisting from seconds to hours. Since
sustained signaling is harmful, it is rapidly switched on and off, and the frequency of
these transients encodes information to the cell regarding function.
As previously stated, [Ca2+]i is a master regulator of cell signaling, however it is not the
only way cells mediate signaling from sensor to effector of a mechanotransduction
pathway. Next we highlight some downstream Ca2+-dependent and independent
mechanisms of cellular mechanotransduction.

1.4.1.2.2

Other secondary mechanisms contributing to
mechanotransduction

Following initiation of mechanotransductive signaling, a host of downstream signaling
cascades can be activated, influencing cellular behaviour. The pathways that are involved
will depend on the type of stimulus applied, the parameters of that stimulus, and the type
of cell. Here we review selected secondary mechanisms that cells use to bridge the gap
from stimulus to effector.
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One mechanotransductive pathway in bone cells that has been characterized is the
production of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) induced by fluid shear stress following its
detection by the primary cilium (Malone et al., 2007). PGE2 is a mediator of
inflammation, and as such, its production is a common target of anti-inflammatory drug
intervention (Rao and Knaus, 2008). In bone cells, it stimulates osteoblastogenesis, as
well as bone formation and resorption (Li et al., 2005). PGE2 is a fatty-acid chain
biosynthesized from arachidonic acid (AA) via cyclooxygenase (COX) enzyme activity
(Park et al., 2006). The expression of COX-2 in bone cells is itself induced by fluid shear
(Li et al., 2005). AA, the precursor to PGE2, is cleaved from membrane phospholipids by
the enzyme phospholipase A2 (PLA2). Certain PLA2 isoforms are activated by elevation
of [Ca2+]i; however there are Ca2+-independent PLA2s as well (e.g. iPLA2𝛽 in bone)
(Ramanadham et al., 2015). In kidney cells, this mechanotransduction pathway was
found to be Ca2+-independent (Malone et al., 2007). However, others have shown that
mechanically induced PGE2 release from osteoblasts can occur by an ATP- and Ca2+dependent mechanism (Genetos et al., 2005).
Another mechanotransduction pathway reported is the generation of nitric oxide (NO) in
response to fluid shear stress. NO is a free radical gas that is also a signaling molecule
(Bryan et al., 2009). In vascular endothelial cells, NO is generated in response to shear
stress through induction of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). Both Ca2+dependent and -independent mechanisms can mediate the shear stress eNOS response.
Following NOS activation, NO is produced, diffuses through the cell membrane, and
activates guanylyl cyclase in neighbouring vascular smooth muscle cells (Sprague et al.,
2010). This leads to vasodilation of the blood vessel. NO has also been implicated in
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mediating the effects of mechanical loading on bone by enhancing formation and
suppressing resorption (Bakker et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 1996).

1.4.2

Biological roles and significance of mechanotransduction

The aforementioned steps in the mechanotransduction pathway can often lead to changes
in gene expression. For example, shear stress in vascular endothelial cells has been
shown to regulate the expression of as many as 350 genes (Wragg et al., 2014). In bone,
the family of transcription factors known as NFAT play an important role in osteoblast
differentiation and the regulation of bone mass (Koga et al., 2005; Winslow et al., 2006).
NFAT2 has been found to be activated in response to fluid shear stress through a Ca2+dependent/COX-2 mediated mechanism, thought to originate from 𝛽1 integrins and P2
purinergic signaling (Celil Aydemir et al., 2010).

1.5

Bone

1.5.1

Bone biology and mechanotransduction

The skeleton is an organ system that has several roles in human physiology. It is often
viewed as a static frame with only structural functions. Indeed, it plays an important role
as the supporting system for the human body. However, we now know that bone is a
dynamic organ that is constantly changing, with complex endocrine functions as well.
Aside from its well-known function in mineral homeostasis (Fukumoto and Martin,
2009), bone influences glucose sensitivity and testosterone secretion (Guntur and Rosen,
2012).
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The primary cells of bone are osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts. The osteoblast is
derived from the mesenchymal stem cell lineage. The osteoblast secretes matrix and then
differentiates into either a bone lining cell or an osteocyte, or undergoes apoptosis.
Osteocytes are terminally differentiated matrix-embedded cells. Bone is maintained and
repaired through remodeling, an active process involving all the aforementioned bone
cells in a cycle of resorption coupled with formation. Osteoclasts are the bone resorbing
cells, while osteoblasts form new matrix to be mineralized, and then are embedded in the
matrix and differentiate into osteocytes. These cell types work together to form the basic
multicellular unit of bone remodeling. Mechanical stimulation is thought to be a major
regulator of bone formation (Pead et al., 1988). Osteocytes, with their vast networks of
intercellular connections through gap junctions, have been proposed to play an important
role in sensing, transducing, and transmitting responses to mechanical stimuli (Bonewald,
2011; Robling et al., 2006).
Perhaps surprisingly, fluid flow is thought to be an important player in bone biology. An
interstitial fluid occupies the porosities in bone surrounding osteocytes and their
processes. These porosities are known as the lacunar-canalicular network, and are
comprised of the spaces surrounding osteocyte cell bodies (lacunae) and the channels
surrounding osteocyte processes (canaliculi). The interstitial fluid is important for tissue
metabolism and cell communication, however, it is also thought to influence bone
biology by flowing in response to the mechanical loading of bone (Fritton and
Weinbaum, 2009). The basic hypothesis of lacunar-canalicular fluid flow is as follows
(Fig. 1.9). A mechanical load is applied to the bone, deforming it slightly. This
deformation causes fluid movement in the lacunar-canalicular network, mechanically
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Figure 1.9 Mechanobiology of bone: lacunar-canalicular fluid flow. Upon loading of the
bone, the tissue is deformed, and interstitial fluid is ejected in response. Interstitial fluid
will then shear osteocytes within the bone matrix, initiating communication with nearby
osteoblasts and osteoclasts regarding the nature of the shear stress. Reproduced with
permission from (Fritton and Weinbaum, 2009)
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stimulating osteocytes. The magnitude of fluid shear stress in bone is thought to range
from approximately 1 to 3 Pa (Weinbaum et al., 1994). The cyclical nature of interstitial
fluid flow is more difficult to assess, and is dependent on both the rate of loading, and the
frequency of oscillations that result from each load. However, it has been established that
frequencies in the tens of Hz are likely relevant (Malachanne et al., 2011).
The influence of mechanical forces in bone biology is pervasive (Klein-Nulend et al.,
2005). Along with hormone levels, mechanical loading is a primary regulator of bone
remodeling. This allows bones to adapt to their loading environment, strengthening bone
in response to increases in mechanical loading. This strengthening of bone is mediated by
depositing new bone (increasing the bone mass), and aligning remodeled bone in the axis
of loading. The mechanical loads are also thought to orchestrate the coordination among
the basic multicellular units of bone remodeling, where fields of high strain signal bone
formation, and fields of low strain signal bone resorption.

1.5.2

Mechanically related bone diseases and dysfunctions

Due to the importance of mechanical signals in health, mechanotransduction gone awry
will lead to pathology (Jaalouk and Lammerding, 2009). The impact of skeletal disease
on modern healthcare is under-recognized. Up to 33% of people on earth suffer from a
musculoskeletal condition – many of which are mechanically related (Collaborators,
2017). Part of this under-representation in medicine is possibly due to the lack of options
for intervention, a symptom of the lack of understanding of many basic
mechanotransductive processes. Mechanically related bone disease can stem from
insufficient or excessive loading, aberrant signaling, or genetic abnormalities. Disuse
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osteoporosis is the loss of bone mass due to insufficient mechanical loading. This is
known to occur during periods of extended micro-gravity (Bloomfield, 2006; Burger and
Klein-Nulend, 1998) or prolonged bed rest (Abramson and Delagi, 1961; Takata and
Yasui, 2001). During these periods of disuse, the skeleton detects the lack of mechanical
stimulation and disassembles bone (Penley et al., 2002; Rogers et al., 1999). An
estimated 1 to 2% of bone mass is lost for every month in micro-gravity (Ulbrich et al.,
2014). The exact mechanisms for micro-gravity-induced bone loss are unclear, but there
is evidence that micro-gravity increases osteoclast resorption, while simultaneously
compromising osteoblast cellular integrity (Nabavi et al., 2011). Additionally, microgravity has been shown to disrupt bone cell function (Grimm et al., 2016).
Aberrant mechanotransductive signaling has been implicated in osteoarthritis,
spondyloarthritis, osteo- and chondro-sarcoma, degenerative disk disease, and
osteoporosis (Spyropoulou et al., 2015). Osteoporosis, a disease common in the elderly
and characterized by low bone mass, has been heavily investigated for its links to
mechanotransduction. Bone-cell differentiation from mesenchymal stem cells is coupled
with mechanical loading, and ageing has been shown to reduce this responsiveness
through an ERK1/2 pathway (Joiner et al., 2012). Additionally, aged osteoblasts show
reduced calcium signaling, and dysregulated NO, PGE2, and COX-2 signaling.
It is clear that mechanical loading is essential to the structural and functional properties of
the human skeleton. In the following section, we introduce some basics of the
vasculature; another organ system whose physiology and pathology is intimately coupled
to mechanical loading.
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1.6

Vasculature

1.6.1

Vascular biology and mechanotransduction

At a glance, the vasculature of the human body may appear to be little more than a
passive network of pipes, mediating blood transport and therefore tissue oxygenation.
Indeed, if this were the only function of the vasculature, its significance to human health
would still be overwhelming. However, the current understanding of vascular biology has
advanced such that we know the role of the vasculature is that previously mentioned and
much more (Conklin, 2014). Briefly, some of these less-known functions include, but are
not limited to, inflammation, organ formation and regeneration, wound and fracture
healing, and stem cell behaviour (Ramasamy, 2017; Ramasamy et al., 2015).
Simply described, the vascular system is comprised of the heart – the pump from which
blood flow is generated; and the vasculature – the vessels that mediate the flow of blood
throughout the body (Mohrman et al., 2018). The systemic vasculature is divided into
arteries and veins – vessels that either deliver oxygen-rich blood to the body, or return
oxygen-depleted blood to the heart, respectively. Beyond this distinction, vessels are
further described by their size, ranging from large vessels up to 3 cm in diameter (e.g.
aorta), to microvessels as small as 5 µm in diameter (e.g. capillaries). As we can imagine,
this high-degree of variability within the vasculature results in a wide range of
hemodynamic conditions and vascular function. The basic structure of a vessel can be
described in three layers, the intima, media, and adventitia. Briefly, the intima is the inner
layer of the vessel, describing the vessel wall comprised of vascular endothelial cells
(VECs). These VECs line the inside of blood vessels and directly contact the flowing
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blood. The media is the middle layer of the vessel; it is mainly composed of vascular
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) in arteries, and connective tissues in veins. The adventitia is
the outer layer of the vessel; it is mainly composed of the structural ECM proteins
collagen and elastin (in arteries). The microvasculature has its own structure. For
example, capillary bed microvessels have a wall that is one endothelial cell thick. This
structure relates to their function in controlling the movement of molecules between
blood and tissue.
Significant discoveries in the role of mechanical loads and forces in vascular physiology
have been made over the decades. As mentioned previously in this chapter, the vessel
maintains the ability to modulate its diameter in response to stress on the vessel wall
through an NO-mediated signaling mechanism. This ability for the vasculature to selfregulate and optimize its resistance to flow – as the result of coordinated action between
multiple cell types all converging within minutes (Gerlach et al., 1993) – is a truly
profound example of mechanotransduction in human physiology.
VECs can discriminate between different forms of fluid flow. They are able to decrypt
the information encoded into shear-stress stimuli over complex range of variables such as
shear magnitude, direction, and time-dependent frequency. This capability is readily
observed in vivo. This ability of VECs to discriminate between different flow paradigms
has been established in the literature (Helmlinger et al., 1991). This situates blood flow
dynamics as crucial to the physiology and dysfunction of VECs, a topic discussed in the
following section.
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1.6.2

Mechanical vascular disease and dysfunction

The impact of vascular disease on human health is staggering. It is a leading cause of
death worldwide, and as many as 25% of deaths globally can be attributed to
cardiovascular diseases (Mc Namara et al., 2019). One disease that carries a sizeable
portion to blame for this burden is atherosclerosis, as the major global cause of morbidity
and mortality (Rafieian-Kopaei et al., 2014). Atherosclerosis is a disease characterized by
fatty inclusions in the intima and media of arteries, leading to hardening of the vessel,
and eventually, clot formation and thrombosis. Atherosclerotic lesions manifest in
predictable regions of complex flow (naturally occurring bends and bifurcations of the
vasculature, Fig. 1.10a). This is indicative of the ability of VECs to discriminate between
different types of flow. The susceptibility of VECs to atheroprone flow disturbances
(deviations from the atheroprotective physiological pulsatile, uni-directional flow) is a
major focus of vascular mechanotransduction researchers (Fig. 1.10b). It has been
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Figure 1.10 Hemodynamics and endothelial cell related vascular disease. a)
Atheroprone regions (dark brown) in the arterial tree. b) Effects on the
vasculature of atheroprone (disturbed) flow, and atheroprotective (uni-directional,
pulsatile

laminar)

flow.

c)

Endothelial

cell

activation

is

inhibited

by

atheroprotective flow and induced by disturbed flow. Reproduced with permission
from (Yurdagul et al., 2016).
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suggested that this is due to an inability of cells to acclimate themselves to the constantly
changing shear vectors (Hahn and Schwartz, 2009). Indeed, the behaviour of VECs in
response to stimulation with disturbed flow in vitro, emulates the signaling changes seen
in endothelial dysfunction (Zhou et al., 2014a). Endothelial cells have been shown to
activate in response to disturbed flow (Fig. 1.10c). Endothelial activation and dysfunction
are convergent mechanisms that both lead to vascular disease (Liao, 2013). Activated
endothelial cells express cell-surface molecules associated with leukocyte adhesion, an
important step in endothelial pathologies, which is initiated by flow disturbances
(Gimbrone et al., 1997). Dysfunctional endothelial cells have inhibited NO signaling; a
key protective factor for vascular health that is normally upregulated by atheroprotective
flow. Despite the clear medical relevance, the earliest steps in endothelial responses to
flow disturbances remain incompletely described, and this is due to a lack of technology.
The prevalence of mechanotransduction in physiology and pathology is clear, and
researchers have probed this topic with great depth and breadth. However, gaps in the
knowledge base still remain, especially in the nature of immediate, transient,
mechanotransductive signalling. In the following section, we review some of the
established tools to study mechanotransduction that have been reported in the literature.
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1.7 Methods to study mechanotransduction
1.7.1

Vibration

As previously mentioned in this introductory section, the bulk of research into the
physiological effects of vibration has been done with WBV. Though less prevalent, there
has also been relevant work done investigating the responses of cultured cells to
vibrational stimuli. A selection of these methods are discussed in this subsection.
The most common way to apply vibration stimuli to cells is with an electromagnetic
shaker. This type of device works on the same fundamental premise as a speaker. A
wound copper coil creates an electrical field, and when driven with current, creates a
displacement to a permanent magnet (Fig. 1.11) (Michael Delaine-Smith et al., 2015).
Most studies examine the long-term effects of vibration on cells, often evaluated by
assaying changes in gene expression. Kim et al. found that mesenchymal stem cells
chronically vibrated at 90 Hz and 0.3 g showed an increase in the expression of type 1
collagen, osteoprotegerin (OPG), and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF);
however, this response was only found in 3D-cultures, and not observed in 2D-cultures
(Kim et al., 2012). In another study, osteoblast-like cells MC3T3-E1 chronically vibrated
over a range of accelerations at 40 Hz were found to increase their expression of Wnt10B
and OPG, while decreasing their expression of sclerostin and RANKL (Hou et al., 2011).
Given the transient nature of [Ca2+]i, it is a difficult ion to measure reliably without a
device integrated directly into the imaging system. Researchers have attempted to
observe [Ca2+]i immediately following vibration, and found that [Ca2+]i was
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Figure 1.11 Vibration of live cells in vitro. Electromagnetic shakers are commonly
employed by researchers to vibrate cell cultures. Cells are typically grown in
wells, then transferred to the vibration device for experimentation. Vibration is
usually delivered vertically, i.e. normal to the cell surface, however horizontal
vibrations (parallel to the cell surface) are also possible. Minimal fluid shear is
delivered using this method of vibration. Reproduced from (Michael DelaineSmith et al., 2015) under CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 US license.
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significantly increased in osteocyte-like cells vibrated for one hour at 90 Hz and 0.04 g
(Wu et al., 2016). In this study, Wu et al. applied “vertical” vibrations (i.e. normal to the
surface of the cell culture dish) to MLO-Y4 with an electromagnetic shaker. Their
conclusion is suspect however. The use of non-ratiometric dye (like fluo-4 used in the
referenced study) to evaluate [Ca2+]i between different samples is troublesome as it does
not account for parameters like cell thickness and unequal loading. Also, having to
transfer cells from a vibration device to the microscope creates the opportunity for
unintentional mechanical loading of cells during the transfer procedure. Interestingly
though, they note that according to the finite element model of the cell they constructed,
shear stress in general should provide higher magnitudes of deformation relative to the
force applied when compared to vibration. Also, they indicated that, in their finite
element model at least, cells might have resonant frequencies at 34, 86, 104, 149, and 163
Hz. This information could be useful, as vibrations at these magnitudes may have
amplified deformations.
Another study claims to vibrate cells during imaging yields a [Ca2+]i response at 220 Hz
(Nishitani et al., 2015). In their experiment, the cell was not experiencing a vibrational
displacement as could be interpreted; rather, it experienced a membrane strain. The
investigators cyclically deformed the gelatinous membrane to which the cells are adhered
with a vibrating rod. This stretches the gel, applying tensile strain on the cells.
Nanokicking is a relatively recently described type of vibrational stimulus that is sonamed due to its ultra-low, nano-scale displacement. It uses the same concept as LMHF
vibration, but at even lower magnitudes and even higher frequencies (Robertson et al.,
2018). Nanokicking has already shown to be a potentially potent mechanical stimulus.
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Recent studies have found 5 kHz of nanovibrational stimuli to significantly augment the
expression of osteogenic factors (Pemberton et al., 2015).

1.7.2

Fluid flow and microfluidics

The cellular responses to fluid flow have been studied in depth the past quarter century.
More remains to be discovered regarding these mechanisms, especially the earliest steps
in the pathways. In the present subsection, we discuss a selection of methods for studying
the responses of live-cells to fluid flow.
Many modern studies investigating the biological effects of fluid flow are done in
microfluidics (Polacheck et al., 2013). Parallel plate and other flow chambers were most
commonly used in the initial studies for imaging live-cells during flow (Alford et al.,
2003; Hung et al., 1995; Nauman et al., 1999; Sirois et al., 1998; Yellowley et al., 1997).
Both techniques have their advantages but traditional parallel plate flow chambers have
become less common with the rise of microfluidics. Custom microfluidic devices can be
designed and built rapidly. microfluidics due to their small volumes use fewer reagents
and can therefore be cost-effective, and microfluidic geometries are relevant in scale to
many physiological flow situations (e.g. microvasculature). Microfluidics can be
fabricated by a variety of different methods. The method that is selected will depend on
your application, technical skills, and available resources. Microfluidics can be incredibly
difficult to manufacture and require enormous financial investment, but they can also be
low-cost and accessible to non-engineers (Lorusso et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2018).
Laminates, molding, 3D printing, and nanofabrication are the most common families of
microfluidic fabrication methods (Gale et al., 2018). Not all microfluidics are compatible
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with live cells. The construction material generally determines the biocompatibility. For
biocompatibility, devices generally must be oxygen permeable, and cells must be able to
adhere either naturally or with surface treatment. These are major reasons why PDMS has
become so popular as a microfluidic construction material (Halldorsson et al., 2015).
While PDMS is certainly not the ideal material (Berthier et al., 2012), it has been useful
in cellular studies for many years (Sia and Whitesides, 2003), and continues to provide
value to biologists and microfluidic scientists.
Turbulence, as observed in the diseased vasculature (Ohyama et al., 2002), and models of
the diseased vasculature (DiCarlo et al., 2019; Poepping et al., 2010), are not easily
simulated in microfluidic enviroments. This is because turbulence is usually defined by a
high-Reynolds number (Re) flow, a parameter that predicts the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow and is characterized partly by the cross-sectional area of the flow channel.
The geometric considerations of microfluidics imply very small cross-sections, resulting
in very low Re. However it is possible to create flow that carries the characteristics of
turbulence (i.e. non-laminar flow disturbances) (Liu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014) at
low Re. Strategies can be employed to generate non-laminar flows in micro-scale fluidic
geometries, and this has been achieved by various methods (Kumaran and Bandaru,
2016; Redford et al., 2005; Sousa et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016). Non-laminar flow in
microfluidics can either be generated by an active or passive mechanism. Active methods
involve using some sort of transducer to influence the flow and can include acoustic,
electric, thermal, and other mechanisms. Passive methods on the other-hand generally
include designing the geometry of the channel in such a way as to promote nonlaminarities. Some of these methods include barriers, twisting, zig-zagging, and
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serpentining microfluidic structures (Lee et al., 2011). Active schemes are generally more
effective, while passive schemes are generally simpler and easier to implement. Most
implementations previously mentioned are for chemical and physical applications of nonlaminar flows. Such devices fit for biological studies are rare, and when they do exist, are
generally not compatible with real-time monitoring during flow stimulation (TovarLopez et al., 2019). Due to this difficulty, most studies that employ non-steady flows
typically utilize simple pulsatile and oscillating (low frequency) flow regimens (Chen et
al., 2013; Corrigan et al., 2018; Tkachenko et al., 2009; Voyvodic et al., 2012).

1.7.3

Particle image velocimetry

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a technique used to experimentally measure the
behaviour of a fluid in motion. Micro-PIV has been used extensively in both microfluidic
device geometries (Ergin et al., 2018) and with difficult to predict, time-dependent (i.e.
disturbed) flows (Westerweel et al., 2013). Micro-PIV is not the only method used to
detect flow patterns experimentally, but it has become the dominant one reported in the
literature. Hot wire anemometry and laser Doppler velocimetry are the two other most
common measurement methods, though their use has waned in recent years due to the
advantages of micro-PIV (Westerweel et al., 2013).
The fundamentals of the method are simple (Pitts and Fenech, 2013). The PIV fluid to be
measured is seeded with tracer particles. The seeded PIV fluid is then pumped through
the geometry of interest at a controlled rate. The particles in motion are imaged by a
high-speed video camera. Each frame is then divided into small interrogation windows,
which represent a cluster of particles that is identified and centroided. Frame-by-frame
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software then uses cross-correlation to determine the displacement (dx) of each cluster
centroid between frames. Given the time-scale (dt) between frames one can then
determine the velocity (dx/dt) of each centroid for that period. These measurements are
done per unit area, such that the velocity vectors are calculated as a discretized field over
the imaging region.
As fluid itself has no discrete visual landmarks at the micro-scale, the PIV fluid is seeded
with fiducial marker beads. These fiducial markers are intended to be visual markers that
recapitulate the flow of the fluid itself, acting as a proxy. As such, they must be
sufficiently small that the markers themselves neither behave differently from the fluid,
nor affect the flow of the fluid by their presence (van Overbrüggen et al., 2016).
Therefore, in micro-scale geometries, micro-particles are used, and are detected with
microscope optics. In situations of high-velocity flow, higher frame rates must be used to
faithfully capture the particle motion. As frame rate increases, exposure necessarily
decreases, resulting in a lower ratio of signal to noise. If the signal becomes too difficult
to detect, methods are available to improve the imaging performance. Seeding with
fluorescent tracer particles, and illuminating them with the appropriate light source (i.e. a
laser), is one solution to this problem. With a laser-based PIV system, one can increase
the level of signal as compared with illumination by broad wavelength light sources.

1.8

Rationale and objectives

The molecular signaling pathways governing the cellular processes of
mechanotransduction are not fully understood. Specifically, the earliest cellular steps of
these mechanotransduction pathways are the least studied. One of the reasons for this
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knowledge gap is that these molecular signals are transient and, to be characterized, must
be observed in real-time. Modern imaging systems, while powerful, do not have the
capability to provide the relevant mechanical stimuli.
To address this deficiency in mechanotransduction research, we developed systems for
dynamic mechanical stimulation of live cells, that were integrated with existing
microscopy and imaging devices. These platform technologies are modular for
compatibility with several different imaging systems and modalities. In this thesis, I
present approaches in cell physiology, real-time microscopy, and device engineering that
were combined to accomplish these goals. The specific aims and hypotheses for each
chapter containing original research were as follows.
Objective 1
Aim 1: Development and validation of a system for high-frequency vibration of live cells
during real-time microscopy.
Hypothesis 1: A novel, integrated system could be developed for real-time microscopy
of live cells during high-frequency low-magnitude vibration. This technology enabled,
for the first time, the dynamic mechanostimulation of live cells with high-frequency (up
to 500 Hz) vibrations (up to 1 g peak acceleration) during concurrent real-time
microscopy. Utilization of this system allowed investigation of the immediate reactions
of cells to such stimuli. In response to the high-frequency vibrational stimulation of
osteoblast-like cells, a lack of [Ca2+]i transients were observed, but a desensitization

to exogenous ATP.
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Objective 2
Aim 2: Development and validation of a microfluidics fabrication technique for devices
compatible with live-cell microscopy; and
Hypothesis 2: A microfluidics fabrication technique geared towards non-specialists
could be developed that allows for the production of leak-proof polydimethylsiloxane
devices compatible with live-cell microscopy. Using a replica molding technique, we
generated microfluidic devices and tested them for reproducibility and biocompatibility.
The flow characteristics of this chamber were modeled using computational fluid
dynamics and validated using experimental micro-particle imaging velocimetry. The
compatibility of the device with live cell cultures, and [Ca2+]i imaging systems was also
verified.
Objective 3
Aim 3: Development and validation of a system to study the real-time responses of live
cells to disturbed fluid flow.
Hypothesis 3: A device could be developed to deliver disturbed fluid flow to live-cells
during real-time microscopy. Disturbed flow environments, like those seen in the
recirculation zones around atherosclerotic plaques, are thought to be a major role in the
disease’s progression. This technology will enable the application of varying, yet
precisely controlled, non-laminar disturbed flow to cells during real-time imaging,
allowing the observation of immediate mechanotransductive responses. This device will
enable the further understanding of how cells respond to these different flow paradigms
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This proposal is a multi-faceted investigation into a complex biological problem that has
yet to be sufficiently addressed due to technical barriers. By overcoming these barriers
through the development techniques to monitor live-cells with real-time microscopy
during dynamic mechanostimulation, we can pave the way towards better understanding
of the mechanisms underlying mechanotransduction; a highly-conserved biological
process with considerable significance in several fields of study, including human
physiology.
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Chapter 2

2

Vibration of osteoblastic cells using a novel motion-control
platform does not acutely alter cytosolic calcium, but
desensitizes subsequent responses to extracellular ATP1

1

Modified from a manuscript in revision for the Journal of Cellular Physiology: Lorusso, D., Nikolov,
H.N., Holdsworth, D.W., and Dixon, S.J. (2019) Vibration of osteoblastic cells using a novel motioncontrol platform does not acutely alter cytosolic calcium, but desensitizes subsequent responses to
extracellular ATP.
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2.1 Chapter summary
Low-magnitude high-frequency mechanical vibration induces biological responses in
many tissues. Like many cell types, osteoblasts respond rapidly to certain forms of
mechanostimulation, such as fluid shear, with transient elevation in the concentration of
cytosolic free calcium ([Ca2+]i). However, it is not known whether vibration of
osteoblastic cells also induces acute elevation in [Ca2+]i. To address this question, we
built a platform for vibrating live cells that is compatible with microscopy and
microspectrofluorimetry, enabling us to observe immediate responses of cells to lowmagnitude high-frequency vibrations. The horizontal vibration system was mounted on
an inverted microscope, and its mechanical performance was evaluated using optical
tracking and accelerometry. The platform was driven by a sinusoidal signal at 20 – 500
Hz, producing peak accelerations from 0.1 to 1 g. Accelerometer-derived displacements
matched those observed optically within 10%. We then used this system to investigate the
effect of acceleration on [Ca2+]i in rodent osteoblastic cells. Cells were loaded with fura2, and [Ca2+]i was monitored using microspectrofluorimetry and fluorescence ratio
imaging. No acute changes in [Ca2+]i or cell morphology were detected in response to
vibration over the range of frequencies and accelerations studied. However, vibration did
attenuate Ca2+ transients generated subsequently by extracellular ATP, which activates
P2 purinoceptors and has been implicated in mechanical signaling in bone. In summary,
we developed and validated a motion-control system capable of precisely delivering
vibrations to live cells during real-time microscopy. Vibration did not elicit acute
elevation of [Ca2+]i, but did desensitize responses to later stimulation with ATP
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2.2 Introduction
Many tissues have the ability to sense and respond to their local mechanical environment.
This phenomenon is known as mechanotransduction, and is the process by which cells
sense a mechanical stimulus and translate it into biochemical signals (Orr et al., 2006). In
skeletal tissues, mechanotransduction plays a critical role in development (Xiao and
Quarles, 2010), modeling (Robling and Turner, 2009), and remodeling (Turner and
Pavalko, 1998). Moreover, lack of adequate mechanical stimulation can lead to
osteoporosis (Alexandre and Vico, 2011).
Cells are capable of responding to a number of different modes of mechanical
stimulation, including fluid shear, strain due to membrane stretching, and vibration
(Pham et al., 2017). A number of specialized sensory cells transduce mechanical
vibrations, including cells involved in hearing, balance, proprioception, and cutaneous
sensation. Interestingly, low-magnitude high-frequency (LMHF) vibrations have been
shown to influence skeletal tissues (Thompson et al., 2014). The term LMHF vibration is
generally used to refer to time varying displacements when the magnitude of the peak
acceleration is 1 g (where 1 g is equal to the acceleration due to gravity, i.e. 9.8 m/s2) or
less, and the frequency is greater than 15 Hz. Devices have been developed to apply such
vibrations clinically and in animal models – a process known as “whole body vibration”
(WBV). These studies have generated divergent results. Some authors found that
vibration is a promising therapeutic approach, in that it can lead to increased bone mass
in animals (Judex et al., 2007) and humans (Marin-Cascales et al., 2018). In contrast,
other investigators have found that WBV is not a useful treatment for the patient
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population most in need (Slatkovska et al., 2011). Additionally, some studies have shown
that there are potential risks to WBV (Cardinale and Pope, 2003; McCann et al., 2015).
The biological mechanisms underlying mechanotransduction are areas of intense study
(Wall et al., 2017). In cells of the osteoblast lineage, early signaling events activated by
mechanical stimuli such as fluid flow and membrane stretch include transient elevation in
the concentration of cytosolic free calcium ([Ca2+]i) (Jing et al., 2014; Lorusso et al.,
2016; Mikolajewicz et al., 2018; Thi et al., 2013). Furthermore, such responses have been
shown to be dependent on the release of nucleotides, such as ATP, that act in an
autocrine/paracrine manner on Ca2+-mobilizing P2 receptors on the cell surface (Riddle et
al., 2007). In this regard, biosensors have been used to monitor ATP release in response
to the mechanical stimulation of osteoblastic cells (Hecht et al., 2013; Mikolajewicz et
al., 2018).
Despite a wealth of information on signaling initiated by fluid flow and membrane
stretch, relatively little is known about the early mechanotransduction events stimulated
by vibration. One challenge in vibration research has been the inability to analyze realtime responses of live cells to stimuli. A second challenge has been to devise a system
that allows pure vibrational stimuli without simultaneous fluid shear, which would
otherwise confound our ability to identify mechanisms specific to vibrational stimuli. To
address this challenge, we developed a system to study the immediate responses of cells
to LMHF vibrations using real-time optical approaches. We then validated the precise
control of displacement, acceleration and frequency by the system. Using the system, we
found that vibration did not induce acute elevation of [Ca2+]i in osteoblastic cells.
However, vibration did desensitize the ability of extracellular ATP to subsequently
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induce P2 receptor-mediated elevation of [Ca2+]i. Thus, although incapable of inducing
Ca2+ signaling itself, vibration did diminish sensitivity to other factors, indicating that
cells had indeed responded to the vibrational stimuli applied. Moreover, desensitization
to the effects of extracellular ATP would be predicted to make cells less responsive to
other forms of mechanical stimuli in vivo.

2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1

Motion control platform for horizontal vibration of live cells
during microscopy

Development of a suitable device for vibrating live cells during real-time microscopy
depended on meeting several design criteria. The ability to vibrate a cell culture dish over
a range of accelerations and frequencies requires that the moving components of the
device have minimal mass and also be suspended with minimal friction. Another criterion
is that the device must hold the cells within the focal plane of the microscope objective
during vibrational displacement; therefore, we designed the platform to vibrate cells
horizontally, parallel to the plane of the microscope stage. Culture dishes were suspended
so that the distance from the cell monolayer to the objective remained unchanged during
vibration.
The vibration device was mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope to permit the
use of conventional microscopy techniques (Fig. 2.1). The base of the device was
precision machined on a standard 3-axis CNC mill (Trak K3SX-3 with ProTrak SMX
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Figure 2.1 The motion-control platform mounted on an inverted microscope. (A)
The vibration system was assembled on a solid aluminum plate to provide
rigidity. A signal from a waveform generator is sent to the electromagnetic
actuator (i) that drives a rod coupled to two aluminum support rails. These rails
are suspended by four air bushings, each contained within a black pillow-block
housing unit (ii). The rails support an acrylic carriage, coupled to the cell culture
dish holder (iii). Compressed air from the manifold (iv) generates the pressure
required for the air bushings. The system generates uniaxial horizontal
displacements parallel to the plane of the microscope stage, as indicated by the
red double-headed arrow. (B) Image shows a close-up view of cell culture dish
(50 mm diameter) inserted in the vibration platform. An on-board accelerometer
(v) monitors motion continuously during experimentation. The platform is
compatible with microscopy techniques involving both trans- and epi-illumination.
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control module; Southwestern Industries Inc., Rancho-Dominguez, CA) from aluminum
cast plate (MIC-6, which is stress relieved to prevent potential long term distortions). A
150-W, 4-Ω commercial speaker (Pyramid, Brooklyn, NY) was used to actuate the
moving parts of the device. A 6.4-mm outer diameter (OD) carbon fiber tube was fixed to
the center of the speaker diaphragm with quick-setting epoxy (Speed Set Professional
Epoxy, LePage, Mississauga, Canada). Two neodymium magnets were used to couple the
actuator rod to a custom-designed adapter 3D-printed from acrylic. This adapter attached
to two support rails (aluminum tubes, nominally 6.4 mm OD), which had been polished
to a mirror-like finish to reduce friction. The aluminum tubes were each suspended by
two low-friction air bushings (NewWay, Aston, PA), with 6.4 mm inner diameter (ID).
These steps to reduce friction were required to ensure accurate reproduction of input
motion waveforms. A 3D-printed acrylic carriage was mounted between the two
aluminum tubes. This carriage was designed to couple to a cell culture dish holder (3Dprinted from polylactic acid) that secured a 50-mm diameter cell culture dish with a 30mm diameter glass bottom of approximately 100 µm thickness (MatTek Corp., Ashland,
MA).
Culture dishes could be inserted and removed from the culture dish holder. This allows
cell preparations to be taken from the incubator and placed in the system to study acute
effects of vibration. Moreover, cell preparations could be vibrated and then returned to
the incubator to permit multiple applications of vibrational stimuli, or to assess of longterm biological changes.
A waveform generator (182A; Wavetek, San Diego, CA) produced a signal at a specified
frequency (nominal frequency). The signal was split in two; one used to drive the speaker
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and one recorded using PowerLab and LabChart (ADInstruments, Dunedin, New
Zealand). Data from LabChart were used to determine the actual frequency of the
sinusoidal signal (input frequency). The signal to drive the speaker was amplified with a
power amplifier (P-906MK2; TOA Electronics, Burlingame, CA). We tested the device
with simple harmonic signals, i.e. sinusoids, of various frequencies and peak
accelerations.
In all experiments, motion was measured with an on-board, factory-calibrated
accelerometer (7521A1; Dytran Instruments, Chatsworth, CA) that was fastened to the
3D-printed carriage. The accelerometer bandwidth was 0 to 1500 Hz with a range of
± 2 g. Its output was displayed on an oscilloscope (PM 3350A; Philips, Amsterdam,
Netherlands) and digital multimeter (115 True-RMS; Fluke Corp., Everett, WA), and was
recorded with LabChart. Nominal accelerations were set by manually adjusting the gain
on the power amplifier, using feedback from the signal on the multimeter.

2.3.2

Characterization of motion using high-speed imaging and
micro-particle tracking

To validate motion of the platform and accelerometer output, we created a spatial
distribution of fiducial particles, which were individually tracked using high-speed
optical imaging. Black-dyed polystyrene microspheres (diameter 6 μm; Polysciences,
Warrington, PA) were suspended in distilled water at 2.1 x 108 particles per mL. The
particle suspension was added to a 50-mm glass-bottomed cell culture dish and allowed
to dry. Once the water had evaporated, the particles remained adherent on the surface of
the glass. To preserve this distribution of fiducial particles, we embedded them in
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polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, Midland, MI). PDMS
elastomer and curing agent were mixed in a ratio of 10:1 (wt:wt), vacuum degassed, and
200 µL were applied to the center of the dish and spun for 60 s at 3000 RPM. The PDMS
layer was then allowed to cure over the next 48 h. This created an optically clear coating
of PDMS of approximately 20-μm thickness over the beads. The dish was then placed in
the motion-control platform, with 3.5 mL of water added to mimic the mass of fluid
present in live-cell experiments. In some experiments designed to assess the possibility of
fluid motion relative to the dish, we also introduced fiducial particles suspended in
distilled water that were allowed to settle onto the PDMS layer containing fixed particles.
These unfixed particles (Fluostar, EBM; Tokyo, Japan) were 15 μm in diameter, a size
selected to be at least that of the thickness of an adherent osteoblastic cell.
In all experiments, vibration parameters (20 – 500 Hz, 0.1 – 1.0 g) were monitored with
the on-board accelerometer. To validate the output of the accelerometer, we imaged
fiducial particles during vibration at 30, 45, and 90 Hz, with peak accelerations of 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3 g. Imaging and tracking of fiducial particles was performed as described
previously (Lorusso et al., 2016). Briefly, we imaged the motion of particles on an
inverted microscope (Diaphot, Splan4 4x objective, NA 0.25; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) using
a high-speed camera (Exilim Ex-F1; Casio, Tokyo, Japan) at 1200 frames per second.
Digital video image sequences were then analyzed frame-by-frame to track the position
of individual particles over time (Image J, Particle Track and Analysis PTA v 1.1,
developed by Yoshiyuki Arai, Osaka University, Japan). We quantified positions,
frequency, and peak acceleration of individual particles as described in section 3.1 below.
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Data were fit using GraphPad Prism (San Diego, CA) software by nonlinear least-squares
regression.

2.3.3

Culture and transfection of osteoblastic cell lines

We studied two rodent cell lines, rat osteoblast-like cells UMR-106 and mouse
preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1, both of which are known to be mechanically sensitive (Kim
et al., 2018; Lorusso et al., 2017b; Lorusso et al., 2016; Lyons et al., 2016). Both cell
lines were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO2 with α-MEM medium (buffered with HCO3-, 26
mM), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics (supplemented α-MEM), as
previously described (Grol et al., 2013). Where indicated, we monitored organization of
actin within live MC3T3-E1 cells. Cells were transfected with pEGFP-actin vector
(catalog #6116-1, Clontech Laboratories/Takara Bio USA, Mountain View, CA) in αMEM using X-tremeGENE 9 Transfection Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich Canada, Oakville,
ON) according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. Cells were then incubated for 1824 h prior to live cell imaging.

2.3.4

Isolation and culture of rat osteoclasts

Osteoclasts were isolated from neonatal Wistar rats as described previously (Tanabe et
al., 2011) using a protocol approved by the Council on Animal Care of the University of
Western Ontario and in accord with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal
Care. Briefly, long bones were minced with a scalpel in M199 buffered with HCO3- and
supplemented with 15% FBS and antibiotics. Cells were suspended by repeated passage
through a glass pipette and plated on 50-mm glass-bottom dishes (MatTek). Dishes were
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incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 1 h, gently washed with phosphate-buffered saline to
remove non-adherent cells, and incubated in M199 buffered with HCO3- and
supplemented with 15% FBS and antibiotics for 1–2 h before experiments.

2.3.5

Spectrofluorometric measurement of [Ca2+]i

Spectrofluorimetry was used to characterize the elevation of [Ca2+]i induced by ATP in
suspensions of MC3T3-E1 cells (not subjected to vibration) as described previously (Grol
et al., 2012). Cells were grown on Falcon® 100 mm TC-treated culture dishes in
supplemented α-MEM. On the day of the experiment, cells were loaded with indo-1 by
incubation with indo-1-AM (3 µM) for 30 min at 37°C. Cells were then washed with
phosphate-buffered saline and harvested by trypsinization. Supplemented α-MEM was
added to neutralize trypsin, and cells were sedimented and resuspended in MEM
(HEPES-buffered). For measurement of [Ca2+]i, aliquots were sedimented and
resuspended in 3 mL of HEPES buffer in a fluorometric cuvette at room temperature.
HEPES buffer contained (in mM): 135 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 10 glucose, and
20 HEPES (nominally Ca2+-free buffer contained no added CaCl2), adjusted to 290 ± 5
mOsm/L and pH 7.30 ± 0.02. Samples were excited at 355 nm and emission was
monitored simultaneously at 405 and 485 nm using a dual emission QuantaMaster
fluorometer (Horiba - Photon Technology International, Birmingham, NJ). Test
substances were added directly to the cuvette. Ratios of fluorescence intensities at
405/485 nm reflect [Ca2+]i (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985). Data were analyzed using FelixGX
software from Horiba - Photon Technology International.
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2.3.6

Microspectrofluorimetry and fluorescence ratio imaging of
[Ca2+]i

For vibration studies, [Ca2+]i levels were monitored by microspectrofluorimetry and
fluorescence ratio imaging. For such studies, osteoblastic cells or osteoclasts were plated
on 50-mm glass-bottom dishes (MatTek). Unless otherwise specified, osteoblastic cells
were plated at a density of approximately 2 x 104 cells/cm2. Cultures were then incubated
for 24-72 h (in some cases, the medium was changed to serum-free α-MEM for the final
24 h of incubation). Prior to imaging, osteoblastic cells or osteoclasts were loaded with
calcium-sensitive fluorescent dye fura-2 by incubation with fura-2-AM (1.5 μM) in
a-MEM at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 30 min. Medium was then replaced 3.5 mL of fresh
a-MEM or M199 [buffered with HEPES (25 mM)] to maintain physiological pH during
extended experimentation in room air. In osteoblast experiments, cells were imaged in αMEM with or without FBS. Osteoclasts were imaged in M199 supplemented with FBS.
Microspectrofluorimetry permitted us to measure [Ca2+]i of cells when the culture dish
was mounted in the motion-control platform. The average [Ca2+]i of a field of cells could
be monitored continuously throughout an experiment (before, during, and after
vibrational stimuli were applied). Studies were performed using an inverted microscope
(Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U) with a Plan Fluor 40X/1.3 NA oil/water immersion objective.
Cells loaded with fura-2 were excited with alternating wavelengths of 345 and 380 nm
using a DeltaRam X illuminator (Horiba - Photon Technology International) and the
emission signal was filtered at 510 nm, as described previously (Pereverzev et al., 2008).
Ratios of fluorescence intensities at 345/380 nm were acquired at 200 ms intervals with a
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D-104 Microscope Photometer (Horiba - Photon Technology International) and analyzed
using FelixGX software.
Fluorescence ratio imaging was also used to obtain real-time [Ca2+]i measurements from
cells in dishes mounted in the motion-control platform. This technique provided the
opportunity to visualize [Ca2+]i with powerful spatial resolution before and after
vibration. However, during vibration, images were blurred due to the associated motion.
Ratio imaging was performed with an inverted microscope (Nikon Diaphot) using a Plan
Fluor 40X/1.3 NA oil/water immersion objective. Again, cell samples were again excited
with alternating wavelengths of 345 and 380 nm using a DeltaRam X illuminator and the
emission signal was filtered at 510 ± 20 nm, as described previously (Wheal et al., 2014).
Ratio images were acquired at 1 s intervals with a sCMOS camera (pco.edge 4.2 LT,
2048 x 2048 pixels; PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany) and EasyRatioPro 2.3 Software
(Horiba- Photon Technology International) (Lorusso et al., 2016). The ratio of
fluorescence intensities at 345/380 nm gives an index of [Ca2+]i independent of cell
thickness or dye leakage. All experiments were performed at room temperature.

2.3.7 Fluorescence imaging of actin dynamics and time-lapse phasecontrast microscopy
Actin organization in live MC3T3-E1 cells expressing EGFP-actin was monitored using
an inverted microscope (Nikon Diaphot) using a Plan Fluor 40X/1.3 NA oil/water
immersion objective. Samples were excited at 470 nm using the DeltaRam X illuminator
and the emission signal was filtered at 500-550 nm. Images were acquired with the
sCMOS camera and EasyRatioPro 2.3 Software. Time-lapse, phase-contrast imaging of
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osteoclasts was performed using the same microscope with a Plan Fluor ELWD 40X/0.6
NA Ph2 objective. Experiments were performed at room temperature. Actin experiments
were performed in phenol red-free medium.

2.3.8

Statistical analyses

For motion characterization studies, curves were fit to data using GraphPad Prism 7
software (San Diego, CA) software by nonlinear least-squares regression. For the [Ca2+]i
studies, data are ratios of fluorescence intensities, normalized as a percentage of the
baseline ratio using the formula (100R/R0)-100, where R was the fluorescence ratio and
R0 was the baseline ratio. Data shown are means ± SEM or medians ± 95% confidence
intervals as indicated. Data were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney test, Welch’s t-test,
Fisher’s exact test, or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using GraphPad Prism 7.
Differences were accepted as statistically significant at p < 0.05.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Accuracy and precision of the motion-control platform
For studies of cellular responses to vibrations, it is essential to not only have the
capability to control the magnitude and frequency of vibrations delivered, but also to be
able to monitor them in real-time as they are applied to live cells or tissues. To validate
this ability, we operated the vibration platform over a range of sinusoidal frequencies
(nominally 20 – 500 Hz) and peak accelerations (nominally 0.1 – 1 g). Acceleration was
monitored with the on-board accelerometer fixed to the platform (Fig. 2.1B), while
simultaneously imaging fiducial particles fixed to the glass surface of the cell culture
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dish. We first plotted the instantaneous accelerations recorded using the accelerometer as
a function of time at nominal frequencies of 30, 45, and 90 Hz and nominal peak
accelerations of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 g (Fig. 2.2). Using least-squares regression, a sine
function was fit to these data:
y = baseline + amplitude*sin(2π*frequency*x + phase shift)

(Equation 3.1)

where A is the sinusoidal amplitude and f is the frequency in Hz. The accelerations
recorded using the accelerometer faithfully yielded sinusoidal patterns with R2 ≥ 0.99 in
each case.
We then used imaging data, which were acquired concurrently, to validate the frequency
and peak acceleration as recorded by the on-board accelerometer. Using particle tracking
methods, we determined the position of marker beads over time at nominal sinusoidal
frequencies of 30, 45 and 90 Hz and nominal peak accelerations 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 g (Fig.
2.3A and Video 2.1). At 0.5 g, we were unable to image particles over the full range of
frequencies and these data were not included. A sine function was then fit to the position
versus time data (Equation 1, Fig. 2.3B), with excellent goodness of fit (R2 ranged from
0.96 to 0.99).
We next compared the frequency obtained from curve fits to the accelerometer data
(recorded frequency, accelerometer) to the frequency of the signal from the waveform
generator (input frequency, Table 2.1). The mean of the difference between these two
values (error) was 0.13%, with no error greater than 0.38%. We then compared the
frequencies obtained from the optical tracking data to those recorded using the
accelerometer. In this case, percent differences ranged from only 0.17 to 0.54%
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Figure

2.2

Accelerations

monitored

using

on-board

accelerometer.

Representative data show magnitude of accelerations when the platform was
vibrated at nominal peak accelerations of 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3 g and frequencies of 30,
45, or 90 Hz. Data points are instantaneous accelerations from the
accelerometer as a function of time recorded on LabChart at sampling rates of at
least 4 x 103 points/s. Data were fit to a sine function (Equation 1) and are
representative of 40 determinations in which frequency ranged from 20 to 500 Hz
and nominal peak accelerations from 0.1 to 1 g. Goodness of fit (R2) was 0.99 or
above in all cases. The time periods of 0.2 s that are shown were selected
randomly from the entire data set. For the 0.1 g at 30 Hz dataset, 2 rows of data
were skipped for every row graphed. For the 0.1 g at 45 Hz dataset, 1 row of
data was skipped for every row graphed. All lines on the graph are best fits, while
points are actual data.
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Table 2.1 Peak accelerations recorded using the on-board accelerometer or
optical tracking at various nominal frequencies and accelerations

The nominal input frequency (column 1) was selected on the waveform
generator. The nominal peak acceleration (column 2) was set using the
accelerometer output. To validate acceleration measurements, we monitored
motion simultaneously by accelerometry and optical particle tracking. The best-fit
peak acceleration values from accelerometry are shown in column 3. For the
optical data, the best-fit value for amplitude of vibration was used to calculate the
acceleration (column 4), using the expression for simple harmonic motion
(Equation 2). Standard errors (SE) indicate precision over the duration (0.5 s) of
the sampled data (103 points). The acceleration difference (column 5) is the
difference between the accelerations derived using the two methods and is
expressed as a percentage of the average value.
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(Table 2.1). Finally, it should be noted that the frequency data obtained from curve fits to
both the accelerometer and optical tracking data exhibited relatively small standard
errors, indicating that the frequency of platform motion remained stable over time. Thus,
data obtained using the accelerometer appeared to be valid, and the platform moved at a
stable frequency that accurately reproduced the input signal.
To validate the peak acceleration reported by accelerometry, the sinusoidal amplitude
(maximal displacement from baseline) reported by particle tracking was used to calculate
peak acceleration using the equation governing simple harmonic motion:
apeak = A(2πf)2

(Equation 2)

where apeak is the peak acceleration in m/s2, A is the sinusoidal amplitude in meters, and f
is the frequency of vibration in Hz. We found a mean difference of ~6% between the
accelerations derived from optical tracking and those recorded using the accelerometer,
with no difference greater than 8.86% (Table 2.1).
Finally, we plotted the relationship between amplitude and frequency for both the
accelerometer and optical tracking data (Fig. 2.3C). To calculate maximal displacements
(amplitude) from the accelerometer measurements, we used the peak acceleration values
from curve fits with sine functions (e.g. Fig. 2.2) and, using Equation 2, solved for A:
A = apeak/(2πf)2

(Equation 3)
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Figure 2.3 Direct observation of vibrational displacement with optical particle
tracking. (A) Maximum intensity projection of vibrated fiducial marker particles.
To validate the accelerations reported by the on-board accelerometer, a subset
of frequencies (nominally 30, 45, and 90 Hz) and magnitudes of peak
acceleration (nominally 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 g) were simultaneously monitored with
optical particle tracking. A dish seeded with fiducial marker particles was vibrated
under an inverted microscope. The markers were imaged at 1200 frames per
second using a high-speed camera. Videos were then cut and cropped, and one
cycle of each bead’s motion was projected onto a single image, allowing
visualization of particle motion over time. Movies from this experiment are
provided as Video 2.1. (B) Fiducial marker particles imaged in panel A were
analyzed using particle-tracking software to determine the displacement of
vibration. A sine function (Equation 1) was fit to the data. Goodness of fit (R2)
was an average of > 0.99 at 30 and 45 Hz, and 0.96 at 90 Hz. The time periods
of 0.2 s that are shown were selected randomly from the entire data set. (C)
Graph shows displacement of simple harmonic vibration (as recorded via
accelerometry and particle tracking) over a range of frequencies and peak
accelerations (20 to 500 Hz and 0.1 to 1 g, respectively). Motion was monitored
using the accelerometer (blue, as described in Figure 2.2) and validated with
optical microscopy (orange). Resulting maximum displacements were plotted and
fit with the function describing simple harmonic motion (Equation 3). From the
accelerometer data, best-fit values for apeak were 0.095 ± 0.001 g, 0.199 ± 0.001
g, 0.302 ± 0.001 g, 0.502 ± 0.001 g, and 1.005 ± 0.002 g (means ± SE,
corresponding to nominal peak accelerations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 g,
respectively). From the optical tracking data, best-fit values for apeak were 0.100 ±
0.001 g, 0.216 ± 0.002 g, and 0.317 ± 0.005 g (means ± SE, corresponding to
nominal peak accelerations of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 g, respectively). All lines on the
graph are best fits, while points are actual data.
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Table 2.2 Peak accelerations recorded using the on-board accelerometer or
optical tracking at various nominal frequencies and accelerations
Nominal

Nominal

Recorded peak

Recorded

Acceleration

input freq

accel (g)

acceleration (g)

acceleration (g)

difference (%)

(accelerometry)

(optical tracking)

(accelerometer vs

(Hz)

30

45

90

Value

SE

Value

SE

optical)

0.1

0.098

<0.001

0.104

0.001

6.62

0.2

0.209

<0.001

0.228

0.001

8.86

0.3

0.311

<0.001

0.336

0.007

7.69

0.1

0.096

<0.001

0.103

0.004

6.91

0.2

0.206

<0.001

0.222

0.004

7.56

0.3

0.312

<0.001

0.334

0.012

6.61

0.1

0.096

<0.001

0.101

0.003

5.67

0.2

0.207

<0.001

0.215

0.022

3.58

0.3

0.313

<0.001

0.321

0.037

2.51

The nominal input frequency (column 1) was selected on the waveform
generator. The nominal peak acceleration (column 2) was set using the
accelerometer output. To validate acceleration measurements, we monitored
motion simultaneously by accelerometry and optical particle-tracking. The best-fit
peak acceleration values from accelerometry are shown in column 3. For the
optical data, the best-fit value for amplitude of vibration was used to calculate the
acceleration (column 4), using the expression for simple harmonic motion
(Equation 2). Standard errors (SE) indicate precision over the duration (0.5 s) of
the sampled data (103 points). The acceleration difference (column 5) is the
difference between the accelerations derived using the two methods and is
expressed as a percentage of the average value.
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Displacement data from the tracking measurements were obtained directly from curve fits
with sine functions (e.g. Fig. 2.3B). We then fit the displacement versus frequency data
obtained using both methods with Equation 3, which yielded excellent agreement
between the peak accelerations from the accelerometer and optical tracking data (Fig.
2.3C). R2 values were greater than 0.98 in all cases.

2.4.2

Assessment of fluid motion using microscope-based particle
tracking

We investigated whether, during vibration, there was motion of the fluid relative to the
dish, during vibration with our device. To determine this, we used the optical particle
tracking method described above. In this case, in addition to the 6-µm particles fixed to
the bottom of the dish, 15-µm fiducial particles suspended in distilled water were allowed
to settle (unfixed particles, Fig. 2.4A, left panel). The size of these particles simulated
that of a cell on the dish. Sinusoidal vibrations were delivered to the dish (nominally 45
Hz with peak acceleration of 0.3 g, Fig. 2.4A, middle panel). Particle motion was tracked,
and positions of the fixed and unfixed particles were fit to a sine function and plotted
over time (Fig. 2.4B). The similarity between the two motion waveforms indicates that
there was minimal relative motion between the fluid and the dish. Following the cessation
of vibration, distilled water was puffed into the cell culture dish to demonstrate that the
unfixed particle was in fact non-adherent (Fig. 2.4A, right panel). Based on these
findings, we were confident that our device would induce vibrational stimuli to cells
without confounding responses arising from fluid flow.
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Figure 2.4 Tracking of fixed and unfixed particles to evaluate the possibility of
flow between the fluid and the culture dish. Particles (15 μm diameter, unfixed)
suspended in water were added to a culture dish with fixed fiducial particles (6
μm diameter). (A) After suspended particles had settled, an unfixed particle
(orange arrow) was identified in the same focal plane as a fixed particle (blue
arrow, left panel). The dish was then vibrated (nominally 45 Hz and 0.3 g peak
acceleration). The particles were imaged at high speed and tracked frame by
frame (middle panel), as described in the legend for Figure 2.3A. Following
vibration, the fluid in the dish was agitated to confirm that the unfixed particle was
free to move relative to the culture dish (right panel). Scale bar represents 40 μm.
(B) Positions of the fixed (blue, upper data set) and unfixed (orange, lower data
set) particles during vibration were fit with a sine function (Equation 1).
Frequency of the fixed particle was 43.18 Hz, while that of the unfixed particle
was 43.19 Hz. The sinusoidal amplitude of the fixed particle was 43.8 μm, while
that of the unfixed particle was 41.6 μm. Data indicate little discrepancy in the
relative motion of the fluid and the dish.
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2.4.3 LMHF vibration of live UMR-106 rat osteoblast-like cells while
monitoring [Ca2+]i using microspectrofluorimetry
Having validated that we can precisely apply accelerations at specific frequencies with
our platform, we examined the effects of LMHF vibration on live-cells. Based on
previous reports that other forms of mechanical stimuli (e.g. fluid shear) induce calcium
signaling in osteoblastic cells (Donahue et al., 2001; Lorusso et al., 2016), we anticipated
that vibration might also induce acute elevation of [Ca2+]i. To investigate this possibility,
we first loaded UMR-106 rat osteoblastic cells with fura-2, placed them in the device,
and monitored [Ca2+]i levels using microspectrofluorimetry (Fig. 2.5). Baseline values
were observed to be stable. When vibrated with a sinusoidal waveform (nominally 45 Hz
and 0.3 g), some noise was evident in fluorescence intensities at 345 and 380 nm.
However, there was virtually no change in their ratio, indicating no alteration in [Ca2+]i.
As a positive control, we added exogenous ATP, which is known to activate Ca2+
mobilizing P2Y receptors on these cells (Jorgensen et al., 1997; Reimer and Dixon,
1992). As expected, ATP induced transient elevation in fluorescence intensity at 345 nm
and simultaneous reduction of signal at 380 nm. These changes are consistent with an
authentic elevation of [Ca2+]i, which is reflected by the transient increase in fluorescence
ratio.
We next assessed whether UMR-106 cells might respond when vibrated under
different conditions. Cultures were subjected to nominal frequencies of 30 to 90 Hz,
nominal accelerations of 0.3 and 1.0 g, and durations of vibration ranging from 0.5 to 15
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Figure 2.5 LMHF vibration of rat osteoblastic cells while monitoring [Ca2+]i by
microspectrofluorimetry. UMR-106 cells were loaded with calcium-sensitive dye
fura-2 and placed in the vibration device on the microscope. Data illustrate
relative fluorescence intensities (RFIs) and ratio from the entire field of cells (~20
to 50 cells per field). Background signal was monitored and then vibration was
applied to the cells at 45 Hz and 0.3 g peak acceleration. Where indicated, ATP
was added to the cell culture dish (100 μM final). ATP induced a transient
increase in [Ca2+]i as indicated by a concomitant rise in RFI at 345 nm and drop
at 380 nm (units are counts per second, c/s). The ratio of fluorescence intensities
at 345 and 380 nm reflects the time course of the change in [Ca2+]i. Vibration had
no detectable effect on [Ca2+]i; however, a robust response was induced by the
purinergic agonist ATP (positive control). Data are representative of 10 dishes in
6 independent experiments.
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min. Cells were also tested at different densities (initial plating density ranging from 5 to
20 x 103 cells/cm2), and with or without pre-incubation in serum-free medium. Under no
condition did we observe any elevation of [Ca2+]i in response to vibration, including
during the onset and termination of the mechanical stimulus. Findings were based on
whole-field measurements using microspectrofluorimetry on a total of 16 dishes of cells
from 6 independent experiments2.

2.4.4

LMHF vibration of live MC3T3-E1 murine osteoblast-like
cells while monitoring [Ca2+]i by fluorescence ratio imaging

We next investigated whether other cell types could respond to LMHF vibration with
elevation of [Ca2+]i. We loaded murine preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells with fura-2,
placed them in the device, and monitored [Ca2+]i using fluorescence ratio imaging. In this
series of experiments, we first monitored fluorescence intensity at 345 and 380 nm from
the entire field of view. Although it is not technically feasible to resolve images of
individual cells during vibration due to blurring, we were able to obtain a meaningful
signal from the entire field of cells (Fig 2.6A). Once the vibration had ceased, it was then
possible to image individual cells (Fig. 2.6B), enabling us to quantify responses of single
cells to the subsequent addition of ATP (Fig. 2.6C).
Like UMR-106 cells, MC3T3-E1cells did not display acute change in [Ca2+]i in response
to vibration (Fig. 2.6A, nominally 45 Hz and 0.3 g). Similarly, responses were not

2

It should also be noted that mechanical vibration did not induce any apparent cell damage or detachment
from the substratum. Following vibration, cells remained loaded with fura-2 and maintained baseline levels
[Ca2+]i, arguing against loss of membrane integrity.
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Figure 2.6 LMHF vibration of murine osteoblastic cells during real-time
fluorescence ratio imaging of [Ca2+]i. MC3T3-E1 cells were loaded with fura-2
and placed in the vibration device on the microscope. (A) Representative time
courses of the ratio of fluorescence intensities at 345 and 380 nm from entire
fields of cells (~20 to 50 cells per field). Parallel samples of cells were treated
without (sham) or with vibration (vib) at 45 Hz and 0.3 g peak acceleration.
Where indicated, ATP (100 μM final) was added to the culture dish as a positive
control. On its own, vibration had no detectable effect on [Ca2+]i. However, the
subsequent response to ATP appeared diminished following vibration. (B)
Representative ratio images showing the responses of MC3T3-E1 cells to
extracellular ATP following pretreatment with sham (upper row) or vibration
(lower row) as described above for panel A. Images at left are immediately prior
ATP addition, middle images are at the peak elevation of [Ca2+]i, and images at
right are during the plateau phase (approximately 5 min following the addition of
ATP). Increased brightness of the image, reflects an increased ratio and hence
elevation of [Ca2+]i. Green arrowheads indicate individual cells that display robust
elevation of [Ca2+]i in response to ATP. Scale bar represents 100 μm. Movies
corresponding to these particular images are provided as Videos 2.2 and 2.3. (C)
Time-course of responses of individual cells to ATP following treatment with
vibration or sham. Regions of interest containing individual cells (or small
numbers of contiguous cells) were selected from full-field images described
above for panel A. Time 0 represents the time of addition of ATP. Fluorescence
intensity ratios were normalized as a percentage of baseline (where baseline was
defined as the mean ratio value for the 45 s prior to addition of ATP). Data
indicate changes in ratios, with baseline set at 0%, and are the mean ± SEM of n
= 236 cells for sham and 253 cells for vibration. The experiment was performed
using 9 dishes of cells under each condition, in 3 independent experiments. The
response of vibrated cells to ATP was significantly less than the response of
sham control cells, p < 0.0001, based on two-way ANOVA.
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observed when MC3T3-E1 cells were vibrated at 1 g. Moreover, in additional
experiments not shown, we did not observe [Ca2+]i changes in primary rat osteoclasts
subjected to vibrational stimuli (based on a total of 5 cells from 3 independent
experiments). Although failing to respond to vibration, both MC3T3-E1cells and
osteoclasts responded to the positive control agonist ATP with elevation of [Ca2+]i.
To determine the source of Ca2+ underlying this response to ATP in MC3T3-E1 cells, we
quantified the elevation of [Ca2+]i in the presence and absence of extracellular Ca2+, and
following depletion of intracellular Ca2+ stores using thapsigargin. The response to ATP
was still robust in the absence of extracellular Ca2+ (Fig. 2.7). Moreover, pretreatment
with thapsigargin markedly diminished the response to ATP (Fig. 2.8). Taken together,
these finding establish that most, if not all, of the ATP-induced elevation of [Ca2+]i is due
to P2Y receptor-mediated release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores.
Following vibration of MC3T3-E1 cells, we noticed that the subsequent response to ATP
appeared to be suppressed compared to that in non-vibrated (sham-treated) cells. To
quantify this phenomenon, we monitored the responses to ATP of multiple individual
cells following pretreatment with vibration or sham. Ratio images of fura-2-loaded
MC3T3-E1 cells revealed that the majority of sham-treated cells responded to ATP with
transient elevation in [Ca2+]i; whereas responses in cells pretreated with vibration were
muted (Fig. 2.6B and Videos 2.2 and 2.3).We then averaged the time course data for
individual cells pretreated with vibration (n = 253) or without vibration (n = 236). These
data clearly show that vibration pretreatment attenuated the Ca2+ transient generated by
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Figure 2.7 Spectrofluorimetric measurement of ATP-induced elevation of [Ca2+]i
in MC3T3-E1 cells suspended in Ca2+-containing and Ca2+-free buffer. MC3T3E1 cells (not subjected to vibration) were loaded with calcium-sensitive
fluorescent dye indo-1 and [Ca2+]i was monitored with a cuvette-based
spectrofluorimeter. (A) Upper trace: In calcium-containing medium, vehicle (for
EGTA) was added to the cell suspension where indicated by the black horizontal
bar below the trace. ATP (100 µM) was then added to the cell suspension where
indicated, inducing transient elevation in [Ca2+]i. Lower trace: Parallel samples of
MC3T3-E1 cells were suspended in nominally calcium-free medium and treated
with EGTA (1 mM final) to chelate residual extracellular free Ca2+. ATP (100 µM
final) was added to the cell suspension, again yielding a [Ca2+]i transient.
Fluorescence intensity ratios were normalized as a percentage of baseline
(where baseline was defined as the mean ratio value for the 15 s prior to addition
of vehicle/EGTA). Data were captured every 100 ms, and for every data point
plotted, 19 were not displayed (to improve visual clarity). Data are the mean ±
SEM from 4 samples in calcium-containing medium and 3 samples in
calcium-free medium from 3 independent experiments. (B) The peak value of
fluorescence intensity ratio above baseline was determined for each sample.
Bars on the graph are the means ± SEM. Responses of cells in calcium-free
medium were not significantly different than those of cells in calcium-containing
medium (p = 0.1 assessed using Welch’s t-test). These data are consistent with
ATP-induced elevation of [Ca2+]i arising primarily by release from intracellular
stores. A small addition artifact occurred during addition of test substances to the
cuvette.
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Figure 2.8 Spectrofluorometric measurement of ATP-induced elevation of [Ca2+]i
in MC3T3-E1 cells following depletion of intracellular Ca2+ stores.
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subsequent addition of ATP (Fig. 2.6C, the effect of vibration compared to sham was
significant at p < 0.0001, based on two-way ANOVA). We further analyzed the responses
of the same individual cells described in Figure 6C. The magnitude of the peak elevation
of [Ca2+]i induced by ATP was plotted for cells subjected to pretreatment under sham
conditions or vibration (Fig. 2.9). Vibration was found to significantly suppress the
median peak Ca2+ response by 38% (p < 0.0001, based on a Mann-Whitney test). We also
evaluated the percentage of cells responding to ATP under both conditions. Responding
cells were defined as those in which elevation of [Ca2+]i was greater than 2% of baseline.
We found that, for sham pretreatment, 197 out of 236 cells responded (83%). In contrast,
following pretreatment with vibration, 171 out of 253 cells responded (68%),
significantly fewer than following sham (p < 0.0001, Fisher’s exact test). We next
investigated whether the effect of vibration could be explained by this increase in the
proportion of non-responsive cells. When data from non-responders were excluded,
vibration was still found to significantly suppress the peak elevation of [Ca2+]i induced by
ATP (Fig. 2.10, p = 0.0017, based on a Mann-Whitney test). Taken together, our findings
established that vibration diminished the sensitivity of cells to the purinergic agonist
ATP. Therefore, even though vibration on its own did not produce a Ca2+ signal, it did
elicit a biological response in these cells.

2.4.5

Cell morphology and actin dynamics in cells exposed to
LMHF vibration

Others have reported effects of chronic vibration on cytoskeletal organization of primary
osteoblasts (Jing et al., 2015). Therefore, we considered the possibility that LMHF
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Figure 2.9 Magnitude of the peak elevation of [Ca2+]i induced by ATP in MC3T3E1 cells pretreated with vibration or sham. From the data described in the legend
to Figure 2.6C, we determined the peak value of fluorescence intensity ratio
above baseline for each individual cell region of interest. Each point represents a
value for a single cell. Indicated are medians ± 95% confidence intervals for n =
236 sham cells and 253 vibrated cells. Responses of vibrated cells to ATP were
less than those of sham control cells (distributions were significantly different,
p < 0.0001, based on a Mann-Whitney test).
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Figure 2.10 Magnitude of the peak elevation of [Ca2+]i induced by ATP in
MC3T3-E1 cells pretreated with vibration or sham, with non-responding cells
excluded. As described in the legend to Figure 2.9, the peak value of
fluorescence intensity ratio above baseline was determined for each individual
cell region of interest. Each point represents a value for a single cell. Nonresponding cells (defined as those in which elevation of [Ca2+]i was less than 2%
of baseline) were excluded from this analysis. Indicated are medians ± 95%
confidence intervals for n = 197 responding sham cells and 171 responding
vibrated cells. Responses of vibrated cells to ATP were still less than those of
sham control cells (distributions were significantly different, p = 0.002, based on a
Mann-Whitney test).
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vibration might induce acute changes in cell morphology or cytoskeletal organization.
We first monitored actin organization in live MC3T3-E1 cells. Cells were transfected
with EGFP-tagged actin and imaged before and immediately after vibration. MC3T3-E1
cells exhibited well-developed stress fibers and dynamic membrane ruffling; however,
there were no acute changes in actin distribution that could be attributed to vibration (Fig.
2.10). Moreover, we monitored the morphology of live rat osteoclasts using time-lapse
phase-contrast imaging. As previously described (Lapierre et al., 2010), osteoclasts were
found to be highly-motile, extending and retracting lamellipodia. However, vibration had
no marked effect on osteoclast morphology or motility (Video 2.4).

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Novel motion-control platform for application of vibrational
stimuli
We developed a platform for the vibration of live cells and tissues at 20 – 500 Hz, and
0.1 – 1 g that is compatible with microscopy techniques including fluorescence
microscopy. The frequency and magnitude of vibration are monitored in real time using
the on-board accelerometer and were found to be accurate and precise.
A subset of the accelerometry measurements was validated using optical particle tracking
and there was excellent agreement between the two methods. However, it was not
feasible to use optical particle tracking for the entire acceleration range and frequency
bandwidth of the accelerometer. This is due to the limitations in frame rate (resolving
high-velocity motion), field of view (< 500 μm), and optical resolution of our imaging
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Figure 2.11 Live-cell imaging of actin dynamics showed no acute changes in
actin distribution induced by vibration. MC3T3-E1 cells were transfected with
pEGFP-actin and placed into the vibration device mounted on an inverted
microscope. The cells were imaged for 10 minutes to monitor basal activity, and
then vibrated for 5 minutes at 45 Hz and 1 g peak acceleration. The cells were
then imaged again immediately following vibration and for 15 minutes following
vibration. The cells remained adherent and viable following vibration, and did not
show any apparent reorganization of actin filaments in response to vibration. This
figure is a series of images from a single cell, representative of 11 cells from 3
independent experiments. Scale bar represents 20 µm.
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system. For the same peak acceleration, the displacement caused by vibration at low
frequencies (< 30 Hz) is larger (in the range of hundreds of microns) than that at higher
frequencies. Due to particles moving out of the microscope field of view, it was therefore
not always feasible to image particles at low frequencies. On the other hand, at higher
frequencies (> 90 Hz), two limitations arise. First, at high accelerations, high velocity
particles become difficult to image due to limitations in acquisition frame rate and signal
detection. Second, at low accelerations, the small displacements (< 10 μm) become
difficult to image. For example, at 250 Hz and 0.1 g, the theoretical amplitude of
vibration is less than 400 nm, a value that is not easily resolved with conventional
imaging techniques. This underscores the strength of using the accelerometer to evaluate
motion of the device across a range of parameters that would otherwise not be feasible to
monitor by traditional methods.
The device is controlled using an open-loop system, where the nominal frequency and
acceleration are manually selected with control knobs on the function generator and
amplifier, respectively. On occasion, this leads to a slight discrepancy between the
nominal and actual values, which are recorded continuously during experimentation. The
control system could be improved upon with a closed-loop proportional-integralderivative system. Such a system would automatically monitor the frequency and
magnitude of acceleration delivered by the device, compare them to set target values, and
iteratively adjust settings until they match the target values. However, the open-loop
device was found to be extremely stable (i.e. once set, the parameters of vibration did not
drift over time), making a closed-loop system unnecessary for our purposes.
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A key component of the system was the linear air bushing suspension system. It provided
a low friction interface that contributed to the high degree of stability over a wide range
of vibrational parameters. A prototype system previously described by our lab used
bearings (Holdsworth et al., 2012). Using this prototype system, friction produced during
vibration led to mechanical instabilities (including unwanted resonances), which led to
instability in the vibration parameters. In contrast, the current device allows investigators
to study cellular responses to vibrational stimuli over a range of frequencies and
accelerations. Additional future improvements to the system could include features to
facilitate exact alignment of the air bushings and the suspended tubes, and to improve the
ease of insertion and removal of the culture dish.
In the present study, sinusoidal signals were used for validation and cell experimentation
because sinusoids are monoharmonic (i.e. one frequency). There are several advantages
of using this approach. First, sinusoidal signals enhance our ability to detect potential
artifacts (e.g. the presence of mechanical resonances). Second, they conform to a simple
mathematical relationship among peak acceleration, sinusoidal amplitude, and frequency
(Equation 2). Third, sinusoidal signals facilitate investigation of the possible frequency
dependence of biological responses to vibration. Finally, use of sinusoidal vibration
allows comparison of findings with the results of previous studies of vibration in a variety
of biological systems.

2.5.2

Vibration of osteoblastic cells does not acutely alter cytosolic
calcium

We first used the custom motion-control platform to investigate whether vibration
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induces transient changes in [Ca2+]i similar to those induced by other mechanical stimuli
such as fluid shear, membrane stretch and deformation (Adachi et al., 2009; Donahue et
al., 2001; Hung et al., 1995; Lorusso et al., 2016; Mikolajewicz et al., 2018; Nishitani et
al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2014; Wu et al., 1999). Under the conditions tested, changes
in [Ca2+]i were not observed in response to mechanical vibration of UMR-106 cells,
MC3T3-E1 cells, or primary rat osteoclasts.
The range of vibration frequencies and acceleration magnitudes we chose to examine was
based on work described in the literature. Previous studies have reported biological
effects resulting from LMHF vibrations (usually accelerations ~ 1 g or less, and
frequencies from 15 to 90 Hz). For example, several studies have shown effects of 45 Hz
vibrations in a variety of systems (McCann et al., 2013; McCann et al., 2015; Murfee et
al., 2005; Runge et al., 2018). However, these findings do not preclude the possibility that
other frequencies and accelerations have significant biological effects as well. For
example, some studies indicate that 20 and 60 Hz vibrations differ in their effects on cell
growth and metabolism (Rosenberg et al., 2002) and others have shown changes in
differentiation of osteosarcoma cells at 30 Hz (Pre et al., 2009). Therefore, our motioncontrol platform was designed to operate over a range of relevant frequencies and
accelerations. Nevertheless, no changes in [Ca2+]i were observed in response to vibration
at any of the frequencies and accelerations tested. We also examined the effects of
different durations and repeated applications of vibrational stimuli; however, in no case
did we observe an elevation in [Ca2+]i. It is possible that cells would respond to vibration
differently if cultured on biological substrata or in a 3D culture system (McClarren and
Olabisi, 2018). These possibilities will form the basis of future studies.
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In the present study, we observed that there is minimal motion of fluid at the surface of
the dish (relative to the dish itself). As force is applied to accelerate the culture dish, the
dish moves, and fluid in contact with the dish follows its motion, as is predicted with a
no-slip condition. This was confirmed in Figure 2.4 with our observation that a
suspended particle close to the surface of the dish closely matches the motion of the dish
(embedded particle). In this situation, shear stress results from viscous drag in the fluid
boundary layer above the dish. In Figure 2.4, we observed that the conditions generated
during vibration matched those of the Stokes oscillatory boundary layer problem (Kundu
and Cohen, 2010). Thus, the fluid shear stress at the dish surface can be solved using the
Navier-Stokes equation. Based on the conditions present in Figures 4-7, the maximal
shear stress at the wall was calculated to be ~0.03 Pa, approximately an order of
magnitude less than that used to stimulate [Ca2+]i transients in osteoblasts and other cell
types (Hung et al., 1996; Kamioka et al., 2006; Lorusso et al., 2017a; Lorusso et al.,
2016; Masyuk et al., 2006). Indeed, in the present study, we observed that the resultant
fluid shear due to vibration of the dish is insufficient to generate calcium transients in
osteoblastic cells (Figures 5-7).

The prototype system developed previously by our

lab was found to induce [Ca2+]i transients in osteoblastic cells (Holdsworth et al., 2012).
This may have been due to mechanical instabilities in the system leading to resonances,
which would have increased the magnitude of fluid shear.
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2.5.3

Vibration of osteoblastic cells desensitizes subsequent
responses to extracellular ATP

Extracellular ATP is known to cause transient increases in [Ca2+]i similar to those
observed upon the initiation of fluid shear stress. ATP is an agonist of cell surface P2
receptors, which mobilize intracellular calcium in many cell types including osteoblasts
(Burnstock et al., 2013; Dixon and Sims, 2000). Moreover, release of endogenous ATP
has been shown to mediate fluid flow-induced [Ca2+]i elevations in osteoblastic cells (Li
et al., 2005; You et al., 2002). Although we found that vibration itself did not elicit
elevation of [Ca2+]i, pretreatment with vibration desensitized the subsequent calcium
response to exogenous ATP. This observation shows the fact that cells had indeed
responded to the vibrational stimulus applied.
The mechanism underlying the ability of vibration to desensitize ATP-induced calcium
signaling is not clear. Moreover, the initial mechanosensor that detects accelerations is
not known. It is suggested that vibration exposes cells to cyclic compressive and tensile
forces. Possible sensors that detect the resulting strains include extracellular matrix
(ECM) binding proteins, stretch-activated ion channels, and the cytoskeleton (Robertson
et al., 2018). For example, integrins, which couple the cell to the surrounding ECM,
detect and transduce mechanical forces through associated focal adhesion complexes to
downstream effectors (Sun et al., 2016). As well, LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton and
cytoskeleton) complexes have been shown to be critical for mesenchymal stem cells to
sense LMHF vibrations (Touchstone et al., 2019; Uzer et al., 2015). It is possible that
these or other pathways suppress calcium signaling in osteoblasts.
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Inhibition of calcium signaling would be predicted to have major effects on cell function.
In general, cytosolic calcium contributes to the control of a number of processes,
including secretion, metabolism, gene expression, proliferation, and cell death (Berridge,
2016; Berridge et al., 1998). In osteoblasts, ATP-induced elevation of [Ca2+]i activates
NFATc1 (Grol et al., 2013), a transcription factor which has been shown to regulate
osteoblast differentiation (Koga et al., 2005; Winslow et al., 2006). Similarly, the
calcium/calmodulin-activated kinase calmodulin kinase II plays an important role in the
control of osteoblast differentiation (Zayzafoon, 2006).
It is unlikely that desensitization of the response to extracellular ATP arises from
suppression of the transcription or translation of P2 receptors, as the effect of vibration is
relatively rapid. On the other hand, desensitization of P2 receptors by vibration could
involve phosphorylation and/or internalization of these receptors. One possibility is that
vibration induces the release of small amounts of endogenous ATP from the cell. This
ATP may be sufficient to desensitize cells to exogenous ATP, but insufficient to reach
the concentration required to trigger a global calcium response. Nevertheless, vibrationinduced desensitization of P2 receptors would be expected to suppress the response of
osteoblasts to other forms of mechanical stimulation, in particular, those whose
mechanotransduction pathways involve P2 receptor signaling (e.g. fluid flow and
membrane deformation). Hence, in vivo vibration may counteract the physiological
effects of other forms of mechanical simulation.
In conclusion, we have developed a novel system capable of real-time microscopy of live
cells during LMHF vibrations. Acceleration and frequency were precisely controlled and
could be accurately monitored during experimentation. Under the conditions studied,
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acceleration did not induce detectable changes in [Ca2+]i, but did desensitize cells to the
effect of exogenous ATP. Our motion-control platform may facilitate future
investigations of the early responses of osteoblasts, and other cell types and tissues to
vibrational stimuli in vitro.
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Chapter 3

3

Practical fabrication of microfluidic platforms for live-cell
microscopy3

3

Modified from publication: Lorusso D, Nikolov HN, Milner JS, Ochotny NM, Sims
SM, Dixon SJ, Holdsworth DW. (2016). Practical fabrication of microfluidic platforms
for live-cell microscopy. Biomedical Microdevices, 18, 78.
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3.1 Chapter summary
We describe a simple fabrication technique – targeted towards non-specialists – that
allows for the production of leak-proof polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic
devices that are compatible with live-cell microscopy. Thin PDMS base membranes were
spin-coated onto a glass-bottom cell culture dish and then partially cured via microwave
irradiation. PDMS chips were generated using a replica molding technique, and then
sealed to the PDMS base membrane by microwave irradiation. Once a mold was
generated, devices could be rapidly fabricated within hours. Fibronectin pre-treatment of
the PDMS improved cell attachment. Coupling the device to programmable pumps
allowed application of precise fluid flow rates through the channels. The transparency
and minimal thickness of the device enabled compatibility with inverted light microscopy
techniques (e.g. phase-contrast, fluorescence imaging, etc.). The key benefits of this
technique are the use of standard laboratory equipment during fabrication and ease of
implementation, helping to extend applications in live-cell microfluidics for scientists
outside the engineering and core microdevice communities.

3.2 Introduction
Recent advances in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidics have facilitated
biocompatible microdevices for precise experimentation, with the potential for a
paradigm shift in the modern study of biology. Replica-molding techniques are a simple
and affordable method for the production of custom PDMS devices. The investigation of
cells in microfluidic environments is a topic of great interest (Ertel et al., 1994; Gross et
al., 2007; Lee et al., 2015b; Loutherback et al., 2015; Meyvantsson and Beebe, 2008;
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Miller and Anderson, 1988), and continues to provide constructive insights in many fields
(Leclerc et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2015a; Moraes et al., 2013; Polacheck et al., 2013;
Yasotharan et al., 2015; Young and Beebe, 2010).
Much work has been done to increase the accessibility of micro-device fabrication,
including microwave plasma treatments (Ginn and Steinbock; Hui et al., 2005) and
coronal discharge systems (Haubert et al., 2006). However, despite the relative simplicity
of PDMS microdevice fabrication techniques, the barrier to entry remains high.
Lithography techniques typically require specialized expertise and can take days to
produce a device. Irreversible and semi-reversible fixation of PDMS by bonding
methods, such as oxygen plasma, coronal discharge, or chemical gluing, can also require
long fabrication times and dedicated equipment. Additionally, oxygen plasma techniques
display relatively low bond strengths (maximally 0.5 MPa) (Beh et al., 2012) and thus are
not ideal for applications where higher chamber pressures could cause leaking.
Here, we present a low-cost, readily accessible technique for the irreversible fixation of
PDMS layers to one another in microdevice fabrication by the partial curing of PDMS
with microwave irradiation. This approach, related to previously developed multilayer
fixation techniques (Unger et al., 2000), utilizes replica-molding to allow the fabrication
of several devices in a single day from a single mold. Additionally, the achieved bond
strength likely approaches the maximum possible for PDMS – once sealed, the layers
cannot be separated without tearing the PDMS itself. Although this method was
developed for the study of live cells under steady-flow fluid shear during real-time
microscopy, it can be easily extended to a wide range of applications. A low-cost, easily
fabricated microfluidic flow chamber will have multiple applications in biomedical
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research, including cardiovascular research, regulation of flow in the kidneys, and
musculoskeletal regulation. We modeled the PDMS flow system using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to calculate the velocity distribution across the lumen (at three
different widths), from which the resultant wall shear stress was derived. This CFD
model was validated using micro-particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) to compare
predicted maximum velocities to measured maximum velocities. One of the advantages
of the microfluidic device that we describe is that it presents an opportunity to lower the
barrier of entry into microfluidics for non-experts, e.g. cell and molecular biologists. We
believe that this system can bring powerful microfluidic techniques to the bench top of
researchers who are not expert developers of microfluidic devices.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1

Microfluidic device fabrication

In this investigation, we used custom-designed and fabricated molds to produce a
microfluidic chamber. Replica molds were designed using 3D CAD software
(SolidWorks; Dassault Systèmes, Velizy-Villacoublay, France), with specified channel
dimensions of 100 μm in height and a graduated width paradigm, providing three widths
(i.e. 500, 750, and 1500 µm nominal width) over a total path length of approximately 10
cm (Fig. 3.1a). The path of the channel winds several times between straight sections to
maximize functional surface area for cell growth. Once designed, the CAD file was
uploaded using tool-path generating software (Mastercam, CNC Software Inc., Tolland
CT) to a standard 3-axis CNC mill (Trak K3SX-3 with ProTrak SMX control module;
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Figure 3.1 Microfluidic device fabrication. (a) CAD software was used to create a
plan for a positive replica mold of the channel that was machined using a CNC
mill. (b) The replica mold used to cast a PDMS model of the micro-channel. (c) A
micrograph of the cast microfluidic chip, prior to fabrication of the device. This
chamber was irreversibly sealed to a partially cured, thin base membrane of
PDMS that was spin coated onto a glass bottom cell culture dish. (d) The
completed device as seen on the microscope stage, housed in a custom stage
ring.
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Southwestern Industries Inc., Rancho-Dominguez CA) and machined from a piece of
acrylic (Fig. 3.1b).
Once the mold was completed, vacuum-degassed Sylgard 184 (10:1 base: cross-linker,
Dow Corning, Midland MI) was cast into the mold and allowed to cure fully before it
was removed from the mold (Fig. 3.1c). A custom-built spin coater was constructed from
a servo motor and a motor controller (Galil DM710 Motion Controller; Galil Motion
Control, Rocklin CA), and then used (60 s at 3000 RPM) to spin a thin (~20 μm) layer of
PDMS on the surface of a glass-bottomed cell-culture dish 30 mm in diameter (MatTek
Corp., Ashland MA). Microwave irradiation (i.e. full power at 1000 W) in a conventional
microwave oven was used to cure three different aspects of the assembly. First, the
aforementioned cast chamber was microwave cured fully in 20 minutes. Next, the thin
PDMS base membrane was partially cured to achieve an adhesive-like consistency. This
requires several important considerations: first, microwave cure time must be determined
empirically (15 minutes in our case, which can be raised or lowered by changing the
volume of water in the accompanying heat sink), and second, thermal consistency
between runs must be maintained. The time between initial mixing of base and crosslinker and microwaving also affects results. We recommend using the microwave at full
power to enable more effective approximation of the wattage being utilized.
Following microwave curing of the base membrane, the fully cured PDMS chamber was
carefully pressed into place on top of the partially cured membrane (making sure to avoid
trapped air bubbles), and the full assembly was then microwaved for 6 minutes until the
two layers were irreversibly bonded (Fig. 3.1d). Note that to protect the magnetron from
overheating we included additional water as a heat sink (300 mL). To complete the
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device, inlet and outlet polyethylene tubes with a 0.58 mm inner diameter (BectonDickinson, Mississauga ON) were bonded to their respective ports using Speed Set
Professional Epoxy (LePage).

3.3.2

Measurement of channel dimensions

Our microfluidic chamber is intended for the controlled application of fluid shear to cell
monolayers within it, therefore it was necessary to validate the geometry of the device
channels to ensure the accurate prediction of experimental shear stress. Channels were
directly measured using an AxioImager Z1 light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany)
with a calibrated Z-axis (Zeiss EC Epiplan 20x/0.4, ∞/0) and a three-axis measuring
microscope (3x) (STM6, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

3.3.3

Computational fluid dynamics

The accuracy of our wall-shear calculations was integral to the success of this project,
and CFD was used to compute the velocity fields and wall shear stress within the
microfluidic chambers. Commercially available software Abaqus CFD (Dassault
Systèmes, Velizy-Villacoublay, France) was used to model fluid flow within the
channels. Three geometric configurations were investigated (height x width): 90 μm x
522 μm, 90 μm x 770 μm, and 90 μm x 1517 μm. Channel dimensions used in the model
were derived from microscopy measurements. Channel length in all cases was 1200 μm.
Uniform velocity profiles were prescribed at the inlet and calculated for each case using
cross-sectional area and volumetric flow rates (ranging from 15 µL min-1 to
125 μL min-1). Fully developed flow was achieved in the highest Reynolds number case
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(Re = 6.78, 90 μm x 522 μm geometry at 125 μL min-1) within 600 μm downstream of
the inlet. A zero-pressure boundary condition was prescribed at the outlet and walls were
prescribed as no-slip. Each model was meshed using linear (first-order) hexahedral
elements using a uniform (isotropic) node spacing of 5 μm. Total numbers of nodes for
each model were: 480,795 (90 μm x 522 μm), 709,745 (90 μm x 770 μm) and 1,308,960
(90 μm x 1517 μm). Solutions were generated through an adaptive time-stepping scheme
using an initial step size of 10-4 seconds, maximum CFL number of 0.45 and a growth
scale factor of 0.025. Final time-step size was approximately 3.05x10-5 seconds. Steady
state was achieved in the highest Reynolds number case (see above for description) after
0.0045 seconds. All subsequent simulations were run for 0.005 seconds to ensure a
stabilized solution. The modeled fluid was α-MEM cell culture medium at room
temperature (20 °C). The density and viscosity of the medium approximated that of
water, 0.998 g·mL-1 and 1.011 mPa·s, respectively (Hinderliter et al., 2010).

3.3.4

Particle image velocimetry

Validation of the CFD model was required to verify our predicted velocities. A microparticle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) method was used, in which 6 μm black
polystyrene beads (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were diluted 1:75 in neutral-density
saline (i.e. 6.8% w/v) and pumped through the channel with a syringe pump (NE-1000,
New Era Pump Systems, Farmingdale, NY) over a range of flow rates (5 - 10 μL·min-1).
The beads were visualized under flow on an inverted microscope (Diaphot, Splan4 4x
objective, N.A. 0.25, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and imaged with a consumer grade highspeed digital camera (Casio Exilim Ex-F1, Tokyo Japan) at up to 1200 frames per second
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(FPS). The field of view during video capture at 1200 FPS was 100 μm by 400 μm, with
an estimated depth of field of 60 μm. Captured videos (approximately 30 seconds long
each) were then uploaded to a consumer-grade personal computer and processed in
ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland) to remove background structures. An ImageJ
software plugin (Particle Track and Analysis PTA v 1.1, Yoshiyuki Arai) was then used
to analyze the videos frame-by-frame and automatically determine the velocities of
individual particles within the channels by measuring the displacement in pixels per
frame and then converting this to millimeters per second. Every particle in the video
excerpt (at minimum 40 particle) were measured per flow rate per channel width,
yielding a distribution of velocities. Therefore, particles of random position were
measured, and there was no bias in particle selection. From this velocity distribution, the
peak velocity, i.e. the maximum observed instantaneous velocity for a particle at any
given frame, was selected. Particles showing the peak velocity will necessarily travel
upon the centerline of the channel by virtue of the natural velocity profile. Peak velocities
as a function of flow rate, for both predicted and observed velocities, were plotted and
linear regression was performed to determine the slope. Slopes were compared using a
commercial data analysis software package (Prism, GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla,
CA).

3.3.5

Cell culture and imaging

To verify biocompatibility and ability to image cells, channels were disinfected by
perfusing with 70% ethanol, followed by exposure to the culture hood UV lamp for 15
minutes. Prior to seeding of cells, fibronectin (FN, F1141 Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
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at 20 μg·mL-1 in PBS was circulated through the channels and allowed to incubate at
37°C, 5% CO2 for 1 hour. Osteoblast-like MC3T3-E1 cells were grown to confluence in
α-MEM, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics as previously described (Grol et
al., 2013). Cells were then harvested, seeded into the microfluidic chambers at a density
of 30,000 cells·cm-2, and allowed to adhere for 1-2 hours. Cells were then imaged using
phase-contrast microscopy (Nikon Eclipse; 20x Plan Fluor Objective, N.A 0.45) or
fluorescence microscopy (as described below).
Following adhesion within the channels, cells were loaded with the Ca2+-sensitive probe
fura-2, by incubation with fura-2 AM (1.5 μM) in a-MEM supplemented with 10% FBS
and antibiotics at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 30 min. Cells in the 522 µm channel were then
imaged with an inverted Nikon microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U, Tokyo, Japan).
Cells were imaged using a Plan Fluor 40X/1.3 NA oil/water immersion objective. Cell
samples were excited with alternating wavelengths of 345/380 nm using a DeltaRAM™
X illuminator (Horiba - Photon Technology International (PTI), Birmingham, NJ, USA)
and the emission signal was filtered at (510 ± 20 nm)(Wheal et al., 2014). Ratio images
were acquired every 10 seconds with a pco.edge 4.2 LT sCMOS camera (2048 x 2048
pixels; PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany) and EasyRatioPro 2.3 Software (Horiba-PTI). Cells
were initially superfused at low-shear flow (10 μL·min-1) with M199 [buffered with
HEPES (25 mM) and HCO3- (4 mM) with supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotics].
After approximately 5 min, the flow rate was increased to 40 μL·min-1, corresponding to
approximately 1 Pa of wall shear. Measurement of cytosolic free Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i) is
technically challenging because of the variable thickness of cells. For fura-2, the ratio of
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fluorescence intensity at 345/380 nm gives an index of [Ca2+]i independent of cell
thickness and reliably reports the frequency and time-course of [Ca2+]i transients.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Device measurements
Accurate and reproducible dimensions within the microfluidic channels are essential to
the resultant fluid shear imposed on cells, therefore channel dimensions were evaluated
non-destructively using microscopic imaging. The mean height was 90 μm with a
standard deviation (SD) of 0.8 μm (Table 3.1). The mean width of each channel was
determined to be 522 ± 5.7 µm, 770 ± 4.8 µm, and 1517 ± 17.8 µm. Thus, channel
heights and widths had an error in precision of up to 1% about the mean, and derived
cross-sectional area had an error in precision of approximately 2% about the mean,
leading to potential errors in the calculation of velocity of approximately 2%.

3.4.2 Computational fluid dynamics
CFD was used to calculate the fluid velocities and resultant wall shear. Using the
boundaries described above, fully developed velocity profiles were generated for flow
rates from 5 – 15 μL·min-1, and resultant peak-velocity values were plotted against
corresponding flow rates. Linear regression was performed yielding regression lines for
each channel width. CFD-derived peak wall-shear stress values along the top and bottom
surfaces of the channel ranged between 1 – 3 Pa midway across the width at
125 μL·min-1(Fig. 3.2). Reynolds numbers were 6.8, 4.8, and 2.6 for channel widths of
522 μm, 770 μm, and 1517 μm, respectively.
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Table 3.1 Precision of micro-channel height and width dimensions.

Height (μm)

Width 1 (μm)

Width 2 (μm)

Width 3 (μm)

Mean

90.0

522.2

770.0

1517.2

SD

0.8

5.7

4.8

17.8

Measurements were taken directly from microscopic analysis of five different
devices, each measured multiple times at a minimum of 9 different locations
along their respective channel.
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Figure 3.2 A 3D visualization of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)generated velocity profiles and derived wall shear rates. Abaqus CFD was used
to predictively model the fluid flow within geometries matching that of our
channels and then calculate the resultant wall shear profile of cell culture medium
at room temperature (density = 0.9982 g·mL-1, viscosity = 1.002E-3 Pa·s)
pumped through channels at 125 μL·min-1. a-c represent the velocity profiles
through the cross-section for the 522, 770, and 1517 μm channel widths,
respectively. For a-c, scale at right represents fluid velocity in mm·s-1.

d-f

represent the developed shear stress at the wall for the 522, 770, and 1517 μm
channel widths, respectively, in isometric projection (d) and top-down views (e, f)
views (normalized for channel width). Peak developed shear rate (at the center of
the top/bottom wall) ranged from approximately 1-3 Pa from the widest channel
to the narrowest, respectively. For d-f, scale at right represents wall shear in Pa.
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3.4.3 Particle velocimetry
Micro-PIV was performed to validate the predicted CFD velocities. Six-micrometer
polystyrene beads were imaged at 1200 frames per second on an inverted microscope
(Fig. 3.3), and their velocities are subsequently calculated. The peak velocity recorded
was measured for flow rates up to 10 μL·min-1 (Fig. 3.4) and results were plotted against
flow rate. Linear regression was performed for the results of each channel width, yielding
a significantly non-zero curve for all cases, where p ≤ 0.0001 for width of 522 μm;
p = 0.0003 for width of 770 μm; and p = 0.0017 for width of 1517 μm. Comparing these
slopes to our CFD-generated data using ANCOVA, there was no significant difference
with the observed micro-PIV-derived data in any channel width; p = 0.99 (F = 2.59E-4)
for 522 μm width, p = 0.99 (F = 2.49E-4) for 770 μm width, and p = 0.84 (F = 0.04) for
1517 μm width.

3.4.4 Validation of biocompatibility & [Ca2+]i imaging
Biocompatibility is essential for future implementations of our platform. To investigate
biocompatibility, osteoblast-like MC3T3-E1 cells were seeded into chambers at 30,000
cells cm-2 and incubated without flow for approximately two hours to allow the cells to
adhere. Images were captured between 2-4 hours after initial seeding (Fig. 3.5). Cells
adhered and survived with a normal morphology within the channels.
Following cell seeding within the channels, the channels were also tested for
compatibility with fluorescence imaging using UV excitation wavelengths. For these
proof-of-concept studies, MC3T3-E1 cells were loaded with ratiometric calcium dye
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Figure 3.3 High-speed imaging of micro-particle flow within microfluidic
channels. Polystyrene microspheres were loaded within the microfluidic channels
at neutral density in a 6.8% w/v saline solution. Flow was established with a
programmable syringe pump at a range of flow rates.

Illustrated are

representative images from a single video obtained at 10 μL·min-1 in the 522 μm
wide channel. Frames were captured 1200 times per second (every 0.83 ms)
with a consumer high-speed camera on an inverted microscope (10x objective).
By tracking the displacement of individual particles between frames, particle
velocities can be calculated. Green circles highlight the position of the same
individual particle in each frame. The direction of flow is from top to bottom in
this example. For such particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) experiments, at least
40 particles were tracked per flow rate at each channel width. From the velocity
distributions, peak velocities were obtained.
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Figure 3.4 Peak-velocity from CFD and PIV over a range of steady flow rates.
Coloured lines represent the CFD-generated peak velocities over a range of flow
rates. Numerical calculations were performed for a channel of 90 μm height with
widths of 522 μm, 770 μm or 1517 μm, at flow rates from 0 – 15 μL·min-1. Peak
velocity was linearly related to flow rate (y = 0.5929x, y = 0.3878x, y = 0.1891x
for narrowest to widest channels, respectively). Open symbols represent data
obtained by particle imaging velocimetry. Beads were pumped through channels
at a range of flow rates (5 - 10 μL·min-1) and imaged using a high-speed digital
camera on an inverted phase-contrast microscope. Images were then processed
and resultant peak velocities were plotted versus flow rates. Linear regression
was performed on these data (y = 0.5934x, y = 0.3872x, and y = 0.1955x, for
narrowest to widest channels, respectively), revealing excellent agreement with
the CFD data (slopes were not significantly different based on ANCOVA)
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fura-2, then monitored for [Ca2+]i changes in response to alterations in fluid flow (Fig.
3.6a). Ratio imaging of fura-2-loaded cells showed prompt calcium elevation in response
to a change in fluid flow from 10 to 40 μL·min-1 (corresponding to approximately 0.25 to
1.0 Pa of wall shear). Responses consisted of transient elevations of [Ca2+]i lasting
approximately 1 min (Fig. 3.6b). In summary, our preliminary phase and fluorescence
experiments illustrate that this device could be easily applied to real-time imaging of
cellular responses to stimuli applied using microfluidics.

3.5 Discussion & conclusions
We have successfully developed a technique for the fabrication of microfluidic systems
capable of accurately delivering steady-flow fluid shear to live cells during real-time
microscopy. We have done so using an innovative and low-cost approach for
microdevice fabrication, which has minimal equipment and expertise requirements that
would typically be available to most non-specialist labs. The fabrication process
necessitates access to a standard milling machine to produce a mold, a simple spin-coater
to distribute a thin bonding layer of PDMS to the substrate, and a conventional
microwave oven to partially cure a thin PDMS layer. An advantage to this technique is
that exact replication of nominally prescribed dimensions is not necessary in most cases;
a more typical requirement is that the dimensions of the fabricated structures be known
accurately after the fact, and that the technique is reproducible. With knowledge of the
observed dimensions, commercially available finite-element modeling software can be
used to numerically calculate the resultant wall shear, a quantity that is difficult to
measure empirically. Computational fluid dynamic predictions can then be verified by
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Figure 3.5 Osteoblast-like cells imaged inside a prototype microfluidic channel.
MC3T3-E1 cells cultured in α-MEM with 10% FBS were seeded into the channel
at 30,000 cells·cm-2. Images were taken approximately 4 hours after seeding,
using an inverted phase-contrast microscope with 20x PlanFluor objective. This
image is representative of cells seeded in our microfluidic environment across at
3 devices in at least 5 independent experiments. These data provide proof-ofconcept for biocompatibility and imaging compatibility of our microfluidic devices.
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Figure 3.6 Device compatibility with live-cell fluorescence imaging of cytosolic
free calcium. MC3T3-E1 cells were seeded within the microfluidic channels at
30,000 cells·cm-2 and allowed to adhere. Following adhesion, the cells were
loaded with fura-2 and imaged on a Nikon inverted microscope. An illustration of
a representative field of fura-2-loaded cells imaged at 345 nm excitation. b
Cytosolic free calcium ([Ca2+]i) was monitored as the ratio of fluorescence
intensity at 345/380 nm. Initially, cell culture medium was pumped through the
channels at 10 μL·min-1 (corresponding to approximately 0.25 Pa of fluid shear).
At 464 seconds, flow was increased to 40 μL·min-1 (corresponding to
approximately 1 Pa). Most, if not all, cells tested responded to the change in
shear with transient elevation of [Ca2+]i. Red and blue traces illustrate the
responses of cells labelled 1 and 2 respectively in panel a.
representative of 3 independent experiments.

Data are
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comparison with observed peak velocities, which are relatively straightforward to
measure with a laboratory inverted microscope and consumer-grade high-speed camera.
This approach is straightforward, robust, and affordable; it results in irreversibly bonded
chambers that are leak-tight to pressures in excess of 1.5 MPa. While partial curing of
PDMS has been discussed in the literature (Yu et al., 2011), our microwave method is at
minimum six-fold faster and is one aspect of our accessible approach to microfluidic
fabrication. The method presented here results in irreversibly sealed devices, but
reversibly sealed PDMS devices are also employed extensively in the literature (Chen et
al., 2014; Konda et al., 2015). While reversible seals are generally unable to withstand
pressures required in our experimental studies, they also have many advantages over
irreversible seals. Due to their ability to be disassembled, reversibly sealed PDMS
devices can be disassembled and cleaned for reuse, or even salvaged for post facto
analysis. This ability to disassemble reversibly sealed devices can be used to increase the
lifespan of devices, however, we maintain the ability to clean and reuse our devices
several times. Additionally, while devices made with our technique last for many uses,
when they reach the end of their lifespan they are cheap, easy, and efficient to replace.
Our platform technology could serve to extend the accessibility of microfluidics to future
studies of the real-time effects of fluid shear on live cells. Additionally, our fabrication
techniques may facilitate the development of microdevices for routine live-cell imaging
applications, using similar fabrication methods.
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Chapter 4

4 A microfluidic system for real-time microscopic imaging of
endothelial cell responses to laminar and disturbed fluid
flow4

4
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T.L.. A microfluidic system for real-time microscopic imaging of endothelial cell
responses to laminar and disturbed fluid flow.
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4.1 Chapter summary
Blood flow dynamics play a critical role in health and disease of the human vasculature.
Endothelial cells (ECs) lining these vessels are mechanosensitive and are able to discern
between unidirectional laminar flow and multi-directional disturbed flow – a pathological
stimulus that is associated with the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis. The
immediate mechanotransductive response of ECs exposed to disturbed flow is not well
understood. Here, a microfluidic device is presented that is able to generate laminar and
disturbed flow regimens at physiologically relevant wall shear magnitudes, and is also
compatible with real-time live-cell imaging. The device was used to observe immediate
responses of ECs to disturbed flow. The custom-designed device was fabricated from
polydimethylsiloxane using a replica molding technique. Flow within the channels was
evaluated experimentally using micro-particle image velocimetry. Human umbilical vein
endothelial cells were seeded within the channels, loaded with a calcium-sensitive
fluorescent probe, and changes in the concentration of cytosolic free calcium elicited by
laminar and disturbed flow were monitored. Repeatable and physiologically relevant
levels of uni- and multi-directional wall shear stress (0-5 Pa) were generated. This device
will enable further studies into the understanding of the responses of ECs to flow
dynamics and their relevance to vascular health and disease.
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4.2 Introduction
The human vasculature is a mechanically sensitive organ, and fluid shear stress due to
blood flow is a key regulator of health and disease. Vascular endothelial cells (ECs) play
a major role in sensing and responding to mechanical loads and forces. Vascular EC
dysfunction has been identified as a key contributor to vascular pathologies (Castellon
and Bogdanova, 2016), such as atherosclerosis (Grassi et al., 2011), a disease that is
known to have high rates of associated morbidity and mortality worldwide (Herrington et
al., 2016). Researchers have shown that not just biochemical signals, but also mechanical
blood-flow dynamics play an important role in EC dysfunction (Gimbrone, 1999). Both
the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis have been found to result from
pathological blood-flow dynamics (Gimbrone and Garcia-Cardena, 2013). ECs
themselves are capable of sensing and discriminating different flow paradigms (Nakajima
and Mochizuki, 2017), such as laminar uni-directional flow versus turbulent-like multidirectional flow. What is not well understood is the mechanotransductive mechanisms by
which VECs might differentiate between these different forms of fluid shear stress
stimuli and how they signal differentially downstream following such stimuli.
EC mechanotransduction has been a primary focus for vascular biologists in recent
decades, and the response to fluid flow has been studied extensively (Ando and
Yamamoto, 2009; Chistiakov et al., 2017; Davies, 1995; Wang et al., 2013). In vivo,
atheroprone and atheroprotective regions of the human vasculature have been identified,
where specific areas have been found to be more or less susceptible to the initiation and
progression of atherosclerotic lesions. Atheroprone regions, which present as bifurcations
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and curved areas of the vasculature, are determined by the flow dynamics resulting from
the geometries of these regions (Heo et al., 2014). One key mechanism used by ECs in
the immediate response to fluid flow is cytosolic calcium signaling (Ando and
Yamamoto, 2013). In response to extracellular fluid flow exerting wall shear stresses on
the cell, ATP is released by the cell to signal through cell-surface nucleotide receptors
(P2X and P2Y purinoceptors), which in many cases signal in part through transient
increase in the concentration of cytosolic free calcium. Cellular responses to laminar
(Berk, 2008), pulsatile (Uzarski et al., 2013), and low-frequency oscillatory (Heckel et
al., 2015) flows have been studied, and cells have been shown to display distinct
behaviour in response to these different forms of fluid flow. This is consistent with the
ability of cells to discriminate between different flow patterns in vivo. Studies have
investigated long-term downstream cell responses to turbulent flow (Kutikhin et al.,
2018), however there is a lack of research surrounding the short-term (second to minutes
time scale) response of cells to disturbed flow (i.e. time-dependent, multi-directional fluid
flow) (Baeyens, 2018). A key reason for this lack of research is that tools do not exist to
apply time-dependent, multi-directional fluid flow to live-cells during real-time
microscopy.
Microfluidics is a modern, established approach to study cells during fluid flow stimuli
(Shemesh et al., 2015; Sia and Whitesides, 2003; Zhang and van Noort, 2011). Devices
exist to create high Reynolds number (Re) turbulent flow (Kathuria et al., 2013; Liu et
al., 2009) in micromixers, but they are not compatible with either live-cell cultures or
real-time microscopic monitoring. Similarly, many devices exist for studying EC
physiology and mechanotransduction (Chen et al., 2013; Fiddes et al., 2010; van der
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Meer et al., 2010), but are typically only compatible with uni-directional laminar flow
regimes (Young and Simmons, 2010). Critically, it is difficult to generate high-Re flow in
microfluidic environments. Geometric scale and velocity are two defining factors of Re
and are part of the reason for this difficulty. First, decreasing the size of channels to the
sub-millimetre scale of micro-scale fluidic devices to increase compatibility with
microscopy lowers the Re of the fluid, and second, increasing velocity will increase the
Re, but will also increase the wall shear stress (WSS) on cells – making such strategies
inappropriate for live-cell real-time microscopic experimentation. However, disturbed
flow patterns similar to turbulence, but at low Re, can be generated in microfluidic
devices.
Here, we report the development and validation of a microfluidic device that can generate
multi-directional flow disturbances. Impinging high-velocity jets were used to generate
flow disturbances in an adjacent cell imaging region of a microfluidic flow chamber. This
creates time-dependent, multi-directional fluid shear stress within the imaging chamber
of the device at magnitudes of wall shear (0 – 5 Pa). This range of wall shear stress
magnitude is suitable for live-cell cultures and relevant to the magnitudes of stress
experienced by endothelial cells in vivo (Baeyens et al., 2016). Laminar and disturbed
flow patterns were characterized as a function of inlet flow rates. Reproducibility of
disturbed flow stimulus both within one device and between different devices was
evaluated. Compatibility with real-time microscopic observation allowed direct
evaluation of fluid velocities over time, which could then be used to accurately predict
wall shear at given inlet flow rates. The device was then used to monitor cytosolic free
calcium in human VECs exposed to laminar (unidirectional shear) and disturbed (multi-
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directional shear) flow at comparable magnitudes of wall shear stress. Thus, a
microfluidic device was developed to apply controlled, multi-directional shear to live-cell
cultures during real-time microscopy. This tool will enable studies of the role of disturbed
flow in the pathogenesis endothelial dysfunction.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Microfluidic device fabrication
A device to investigate the real-time response of endothelial cells to multi-directional
disturbed flow requires several capabilities. These include the ability to generate this
stimulus at a relevant wall shear range, while also being compatible with real-time
microscopy, as well as live-cell cultures. To the best of our knowledge, a device meeting
these requirements is not currently described in the literature, and therefore, a custom
device was required to meet these criteria. This challenge was approached using
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based microfluidic devices. The techniques described in
Chapter 3 (Lorusso et al., 2016), based on PDMS replica-molding methods, were used to
build this device. Briefly, a negative of the device was planned with computer-assisted
design software (Fig. 4.1a) and machined into a negative mold from acrylic on a threeaxis CNC mill (Fig. 4.1b). PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland MI) was
prepared in a 10:1 base:elastomer ratio, mixed, and vacuum degassed to remove bubbles.
PDMS was poured into the negative mold that, when fully cured and hardened, produced
a positive replica of the chip. An ultra-thin layer of PDMS was then spin-coated onto a
glass-bottom cell culture dish (MatTek Corp., Ashland MA), and partially cured with
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Figure 4.1 Microfluidic device design and fabrication. a) CAD of the disturbed
flow microfluidic chip mold. A geometry of the mold for the disturbed flow chip
was drawn with CAD, and the toolpath was generated in MasterCAM. The white
lines represent the drawn geometry, while the green accents indicate rounding
due to the diameter of the mill cutter. White bar represents 500 µm. b)
Photograph of the disturbed flow microfluidic device mold. The positive mold
used to cast negative replicas of the disturbed flow microfluidic chip. White bar
represents 25 mm. c) A photograph of the completed device, pictured on the
microscope stage. A thin bonding layer of PDMS was spun onto a glassbottomed cell-culture dish, and a replica chip was irreversibly sealed to this
bonding layer. Miniature tubing was added to allow the introduction of flow to the
device, and inlets were sealed to prevent leakage. White bar represents 50 mm.
d) A micrograph of the disturbed flow microfluidic device. Outlined in red is the
cell-culture imaging region used in the present study. Black arrows represent the
three inlets. The large main inlet (left) was used to create laminar flow in the
imaging region, while the two opposing inlets to the right were used to create
disturbed flow. White bar represents 500 µm.
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heat until it was tacky. The fully cured PDMS positive replica of the chip was then gently
placed against the partially cured PDMS layer. The bottom layer of the device was then
fully cured by further application of heat. Following the addition of miniature tubing (PE50, BD Canada; Mississauga ON) and sealing of inlets, the device was ready to use on
the microscope (Fig. 4.1c). Some key advantages of this approach were: 1) straightforward design and fabrication of custom devices, 2) leak-proof seals achieved by
irreversible PDMS-PDMS bonding, 3) optical clarity with minimal device thickness to
optimize quality and compatibility with microscope objectives, and 4) biocompatibility
with live-cell cultures.
To generate the multi-directional disturbed flow, at physiologically relevant wall shear
ranges compatible with live-cells, a design was used with impinging high-velocity jets
(Liu et al., 2009). The microfluidic path consisted of three narrow inlet channels and one
outlet channel with a common, relatively larger central flow chamber where cells could
be seeded (Figure 4.1). One axial inlet was used to apply laminar flow to the cells. The
remaining two smaller inlets were directly opposite to one another. Given sufficient flow
rates (4 mL/min) in opposing inlets, these created high-velocity jets that impinged on one
another, resulting in multi-directional flow disturbances in the critical zone of the cell
chamber, adjacent to the opposing inlets (Figure 4.1d).

4.3.2

Micro-particle image velocimetry

Micro-PIV was performed to evaluate the direction, velocity, and wall shear stress
produced by flow within the device. PIV fluid was prepared by diluting 0.5 μm
fluorescent microspheres (R500; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in distilled
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water to achieve a final seeding density of approximately 30 particles per 100 ×100 μm2
area. Experiments were performed on two different microfluidic devices of the same
design to evaluate inter-device variability. The microfluidic device was mounted on an
inverted microscope (Olympus IX71; Tokyo, Japan). Fluid was delivered over a range of
flow rates, from 100 – 250 μL/min from the main inlet, or 4 mL/min from the opposing
inlets. Fluorescent particles suspended in the fluid were pumped into the device and
excited (Fig. 4.2a,b) with an Nd:YLF laser (20 W, 532 nm), and imaged using a 10x
objective (NA 0.3). Emission was filtered at 610 ± 37 nm, and detected using a highspeed CMOS camera with its frame rate synchronized to the laser pulse repetition
frequency (2.557 kHz, 1300x1024 pixels2). For laminar flow, this process was repeated at
5 vertical increments to establish velocity profiles along the height axis (z) of the
channel. This was performed by focusing the microscope on the bottom wall (floor) of
the channel, then the top wall (ceiling) of the channel, and recording the stage position at
both heights. The z-positions of the top and bottom of the channel were used to determine
the central plane of the device. From this central plane, the top half and bottom half were
again split by 2 more planes, each towards both horizontal walls (flow channel ceiling
and floor); thus comprising the 5 planes total used in these experiments. For disturbed
flow, data was captured at only one height per experiment, either close to the floor of the
flow channel, or along the central plane. A vertical stack could not be assembled from the
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Figure 4.2 Imaging of micro-particles and resultant velocity vector fields. Microparticles were pumped through the device with steady flow (4 mL/min) from both
side inlets and imaged using the micro-PIV system. a), b) Multi-exposure images
visualizing particle motion streamlines. Images represent the sum of 100 images
captured over 50 ms real-time, with a frame rate of 2.557 kHz. Images were
modified with a colour mixer to create a monochromatic image. Red and green
signal were removed from their respective output channels, and the green signal
was reconstituted in the blue output channel. c), d) Velocity vector maps, each
resulting from two consecutive frames of particle images (~0.4 ms gap),
representing velocity fields captured over the course of 30-60 s. This
demonstrates the fluctuations in velocity fields determined by the micro-PIV
method employed within our device.
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disturbed flow data, as the time-dependent nature of the flow would result in
asynchronicity of the z-increments. All data acquisition and cross-correlation analysis
were performed using commercial PIV software (DaVis 8.3, LaVision, Inc.). To evaluate
the data, an initial interrogation window of 128 × 128 pixels was applied with a 50%
overlap between fast-Fourier-transform-based cross-correlations, and reduced to a final
window of 32 × 32 pixels with a 75% overlap, leading to velocity vectors spaced 8 μm
apart in each x-y plane collected (Fig. 4.2c,d). Velocity maps captured throughout the
height of the device were stacked to construct the 3D velocity datasets. The imaging
region studied during experimentation was a pixel matrix spanning 0.943 mm long (xdimension) 1.340 mm wide (y-dimension).

4.3.3

Micro-PIV data processing and analysis

Shear stress (τ) parameters were calculated as follows, building off existing metrics
described in the literature (DiCarlo et al., 2019). Wall shear stress (τ^⃗` ) was evaluated
based on the slope of the velocity at the wall:

τ^⃗` = µ a

𝑑𝑣
b
𝑑𝑧 ;<cdeef

where v is velocity (m/s) and µ is viscosity (Pa s). The mean wall shear stress was then
defined as the mean wall shear stress vector over time:

^τ⃗gWXh

1 j
= i τ^⃗` 𝑑𝑡
𝑇 $
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Time-averaged wall shear stress, indicating mean of the wall shear stress magnitude, was
calculated as:
1 j
𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑆𝑆 = i |τ^⃗` |
𝑇 $
And the oscillatory shear index (OSI) (Ku et al., 1985), which represents the fraction of
WSS in the reverse direction relative to the average WSS direction, was calculated as:
|τ^⃗gWXh |
𝑂𝑆𝐼 = 0.5 s1 − t
uv
𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑆𝑆
where a maximum value of 0.5 indicates equal forward and reverse WSS. A modified
version of Transverse WSS (TransWSS) was employed in this study. The TransWSS
metric is used to determine the components of wall shear that occur perpendicular to the
mean shear vector. This is a useful descriptor in many cases, but in our case we felt it did
not adequately describe the flow disturbance that might be felt by cells in in our channels.
We wished to describe the flow perpendicular not to the mean shear vector during
disturbed flow, but rather compared to the mean shear vector of our laminar flow case.
As the mean laminar shear vector is the flow paradigm experienced by the cells for over
24 hours during incubation, and therefore is the axis of cell polarity or alignment.
Therefore TransWSS was modified to define a new Transverse to Laminar WSS
(TLWSS), and this was used to characterize disturbed flow regimen in our devices:
j

∫ τ^⃗` dXg 𝑑𝑡
1 j
𝑇𝐿𝑊𝑆𝑆 = i wτ^⃗` ∙ x𝑛^⃗ × $j
|w
𝑇 $
{∫ τ^⃗
𝑑𝑡{
$

` dXg
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where numerator and denominator arise from mean WSS and TAWSS during laminar
flow regimen using the main inlet. This effectively represents the average magnitude of
the WSS that is perpendicular to the expected direction of cellular alignment. All
calculations were performed in MATLAB (MathWorks; Natick, MA) and Excel
(Microsoft; Redmond, WA).

4.3.4

Cell culture and live-cell imaging

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC, CRL-1730™; ATCC, Manassas, VA)
were subcultured to passage 4 or 5 and grown to confluence. Primary human aortic
endothelial cells (HAEC, CC-2535; Lonza, Rochester, NY) were subcultured to passage
10 to 20. Cells were incubated in Endothelial Growth Medium-2 (EGM-2) Bulletkit (CC3162; Lonza) at 37ºC and 5% CO2, with regular medium changes every other day.
According to a the method described in Chapter 3 (Lorusso et al., 2016), cells were
grown in the device as follows. A microfluidic device was pre-treated with 20-µg/mL
fibronectin (F1411, MilliporeSigma) for at least 1 hour. Cells were then trypsinized and
seeded into the microfluidic device at a density of 2-3x106 cells/mL. Devices were
incubated statically at 37ºC and 5% CO2 for approximately 3 hours (to allow the cells to
attach). Devices were then perfused with EGM-2 at a rate of 10 μL/h with a
programmable syringe pump (NE-1000 or NE-100; New Era Pump Systems,
Farmingdale, NY) for a minimum of 48 h (37ºC and 5% CO2) prior to live-cell imaging
experiments.
Imaging of cytosolic free calcium followed the method described previously in Chapters
2 and 3 (Lorusso et al., 2016), where cells were loaded with the calcium-sensitive
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fluorescent probe fura-2 by incubation with 1.5 μM fura-2-AM for 30 min. Unloaded dye
was flushed from the channels, and the device was mounted on an inverted microscope
(Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a ratio-illuminator (DeltaRam
X; Horiba – Photon Technology International, Birmingham, NJ). Samples were excited
with 500 ms exposures of alternating wavelength 345 nm and 380 nm light, and emission
signal was filtered at 510 ± 20 nm. Ratio images were acquired every second with a 4.2
LT sCMOS camera (2048 x 2048 pixels pco.edge; PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany) and
image capture software (EasyRatioPro 2.3; Horiba-PTI). Background signal was
collected for a minimum of 10 min as cells were perfused using a syringe pump with 10
μL/min of unsupplemented α-MEM medium to prevent depletion of nutrients or build-up
of waste. The [Ca2+]i responses of cells were then monitored over time in response to
laminar or disturbed flow stimuli.

4.4 Results
4.4.1

Laminar flow characterization measurements

First, a series of experiments were performed to determine the laminar flow patterns
within our device. Steady-state flow allows us to measure different depths sequentially
and assess accuracy of estimating WSS from a single velocity plane near the wall, as
would be required during disturbed flow. Additionally, the laminar flow regimen must be
characterized as it is used not only during cell culture to establish a healthy VEC
phenotype, but also during [Ca2+]i imaging experiments as a control mechanostimulus. To
achieve the laminar flow regimen, the micro-PIV method described above in Section
4.3.2 was used. PIV fluid containing micro-particles was pumped through the device over
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a range of flow rates. Resulting particle motion was imaged at 5 heights within the
channels to build a 3D velocity profile. Velocity vector fields were generated (Fig. 4.3a)
to determine the magnitude and direction of flow throughout the channel. A 3D drawing
of the device illustrates the orientation of Cartesian axes within the device (Fig. 4.3b),
specifically, channel length (x), channel width (y), and channel height (z).
Velocity magnitude was then determined as a function of length (x) through the channel
(Fig. 4.4a). As expected, as the inlet laminar flow channel opened into the central
imaging flow chamber, the velocity profile developed and decreased with increasing
channel width. Using velocity fields generated at each of the 5 heights, the velocity
profile along the height (z) of the channel was determined and fitted to a second-order
polynomial (Fig. 4.4b).
From the velocity profiles along the height of the channel, an average height dimension
for the channel (106 ± 6 µm , mean ± SD) was determined by averaging the intercept of
each curve fit, for 20 x-y positions repeated at 4 different flow rates in 1 device (n = 80).
From this, the actual height difference between the lowest z-plane measured in our flow
channel and the floor of the flow channel itself was determined (Δz = 11 µm). This
parameter was used for empirical determination of the wall shear stress.
The wall shear stress generated at the channel floor during flow was then determined
given the velocity measurements made in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4. This displays the pattern of
wall shear stress across the entire segment of the flow channel studied. Two different
methods of calculating wall shear stress (τw) were compared (Fig 4.5a). The first method
(τfit) used the fitted quadratic velocity profile based on measurements at 5 depths, and
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then finding the slope of the fit at 0.1 µm above the channel floor, as described above.
The second method (τΔz) estimated the WSS based on the linear slope extending from the
velocity measurement nearest to the wall (Δz from the floor) and presuming zero velocity
at the wall (no-slip). This method only requires velocity measurement at one depth along
with an accurate estimation of Δz, such as is feasible with disturbed flow when limited by
asynchronous data for planes of different depths. These methods were found to differ up
to ~ 0.3 Pa. As expected, the wall shear stress follows the same pattern as the velocity
profile along the channel length (Fig. 4.5a). A 2D colour map of time-averaged wall
shear stress is shown for 250 µL/min flow rate (Fig. 4.5b). Wall shear stress as a function
of flow rate was then plotted for each position x1-4, and fitted by linear regression (Fig.
4.6). As expected, wall shear was found to increase in a linear relationship with flow rate
within our channel. Within the imaging region of our device, the wall shear stress
generated at flow rates of Q = 100 – 250 µL/min ranged between τw = 0.64 – 2.3 Pa ±
21.5%.

4.4.1

Disturbed flow analysis

Having characterized the microfluidic device for laminar flow cases, the disturbed flow
patterns were then evaluated. The same micro-PIV methods established in the laminar
flow studies were used. For laminar flow cases, the wall shear stress was adequately
described with TAWSS, as the velocity vectors were not time-dependent. However,
during disturbed flow, the flow velocity magnitudes and directions vary as a function of
time. Therefore, to fully characterize disturbed flow patterns, quiver plots were used to
display velocity vectors overlaid on colour-encoded parametric maps (Fig. 4.7). Briefly,
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Figure 4.3 Laminar flow characterization plots from micro-PIV. a) Velocity
magnitudes were experimentally determined by micro-PIV at four different flow
rates (100 – 250 µL/min) and plotted as a function of channel length along the
centreline (y = 0) for central plane (z = 0). Lines and data points both represent
discrete data points, with standard deviations shown over 1/5th, 2/5th, 3/5th, and
4/5th of the channel length. Flow profile appears to develop by approximately 0.5
mm along the channel length evaluated. Figure annotations show the flow rate in
µL/min. b) Plot of velocity profile along the depth of the device. Velocity vectors
were recorded at 4 different flow rates along 5 different depths. Plot represents
the velocity profile at one x-y position within the flow chamber. Data points
indicate discrete velocity measurements, while lines indicate second-order
polynomial curve fits to the data. Error bars are standard error of the mean
velocity magnitude. Direction of flow from left to right. Data are representative of
one device, with one 40 ms recording (99 vector fields each) taken at each of
four different flow rates.
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Figure 4.4 Wall shear stress resulting from laminar flow in the microfluidic
device. a) Comparison of two methods of calculating wall shear stress
magnitude. Mean velocity maps were derived for 5 planes for each flow rate.
WSS was then calculated using two different methods at the locations indicated
in the bottom panel. Open data points indicate TAWSS ± 95% confidence interval
calculated by the

τfit method,

which uses the curve fit in the velocity profile to

estimate shear stress at the wall. Filled data points indicate TAWSS ± SEM
calculated by the

τΔz

method, which uses velocities at the closest recorded

channel depth to estimate shear stress (n = 99 time points). b) Colour-encoded
2D map of

τmean. TAWSS based on τ∆z method for 250 µL/min flow rate. Points

along the channel indicate the same x-y positions used in (a). Data are
representative of one device, with one recording of 99 vector fields at each of the
four flow rates.
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velocity vectors from different time points are overlaid on their respective x-y
coordinates to generate a cumulative representation of the velocity flow fields.
To evaluate disturbed flow patterns in our device, flow was monitored at the Δz height
and used to determine the wall shear stress. Magnitude of the average wall shear stress
vector, with quiver plots overlaid, is shown (Fig. 4.8a). At flow rates of 4 mL/min per
side-inlet, average wall shear magnitudes of 0-8 Pa TAWSS (Fig. 4.8b) were observed
(depending on position within the channel). Shear directions were highly variable as
intended by the design, and dependent upon the x-y position within the device. To
estimate the directional changes, OSI maps were then generated (Fig. 4.8c). The centre of
the channel exhibited the highest proportion of flow reversal (high OSI). Quiver plots
revealed that flow varied over the region of observation, from side to side oscillations, to
wholly multidirectional flows. OSI was not fully descriptive of variability in
directionality when compared with quiver plots, as it does not discern well between bidirectional and multi-directional flow. Next, TLWSS, a customized form of a common
metric (i.e. transverse WSS) was used to determine the mean wall shear occurring
orthogonal to the mean shear direction over time during laminar flow (Fig. 4.8d). Again
this indicated transverse components of wall shear stress, but as is revealed by the
overlaid quiver plots, this metric does not fully distinguish different forms of disturbed
flow, as previously discussed in large artery models (DiCarlo et al., 2019). Shear
components observed transverse to the mean direction of laminar flow were maximal
along the centreline of the device, and range from approximately 2 – 4 Pa, in the central
region away from the walls and jets (maximum values lie in the jets, however we do not
consider these areas during cell studies and therefore are not relevant.
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Figure 4.5 Wall shear stress as a function of flow rate over a range of channel
positions. Using micro-PIV experimentally derived velocity vectors, WSS was
estimated at 4 channel positions with the

τfit

method at four input flow rates

ranging from 100 – 250 µL/min. Data points represent discrete WSS estimates,
while lines indicate linear fits to the data. Data are representative of one device,
with one 40 ms recording of 99 vector fields, repeated for each of the four flow
rates. Convergence of the values with increasing length along the channel is
consistent with development of the flow along the channel as walls become
parallel.
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Figure 4.6 WSS vector maps were combined to generate x-y positional quiver
plots. Demonstration of the method for constructing vector quiver plots, where
vectors indicating direction over an ensemble of time points are superimposed at
selected sites onto a 2D color-encoded parametric map of TAWSS. Here, a
cropped view of the channel resulting from 4 mL/min side inlet flow rates was
recorded for the central plane of the device. Four time-points taken 15 frames
(5 ms) apart are shown from left to right along the top of the figure. Quiver plots
represent the magnitude (arrow length) and direction of velocity vectors at 6
positions in the channel. Quiver plots at the different time-points are combined
into one image to show the variation in velocity vectors over the length of the
experiment. The full radius of the circular compass containing the vector direction
arrows is equivalent to ~6 Pa.
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Figure 4.7 2D colour-encoded maps of wall shear stress metrics derived from
micro-PIV during disturbed flow in the microfluidic device. Velocities resulting
from 4 mL/min per side inlet were recorded for a plane approximately 11 um
above the channel floor. The quality of particle images was compromised in the
upper region, so the field of view has been truncated to approximately 60% of the
total imaging area. a) Map of magnitude of the mean vector, |τmean|, with direction
quiver plots overlaid, where compass radii is equal to ~10 Pa. Vector quiver plot
reveals a high degree of multi-directional flow, dependent upon position within
the channel, ranging from bi-directional fluctuations to nearly uniform directional
changes. b) Map of OSI demonstrating the component of reversed flow, where
0.5 indicates that 50% of flow is in the reverse direction, with the highest reverse
flow observed along the channel centreline. c) Map of TAWSS demonstrating the
mean WSS magnitude over time. Wall shear stresses observed range from about
2 – 4 Pa for central region away from the vertical walls and the jets. d) Map of
TLWSS demonstrating the shear components transverse to the site-specific axis
of laminar flow applied during cell incubation. Representative of 19 recordings of
99 vector fields each (n = 1881) in one device, spanning ~10 min. For visual
clarity, vector arrows above one standard deviation of the mean shear vector
were filtered from the display.
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The repeatability of the metrics evaluated both within a device (intradevice variability),
and between two different devices (interdevice variability) was then evaluated. Across 5
trials in two devices, flow was monitored at the centreline (y = 0) over 61 recordings each
(6039 vector fields). For each trial, the above metrics were calculated to describe the flow
in 3 positions in our channel and compared across trials and devices. Again, we
determined the variability of the time-average of the vector magnitude (Fig. 4.9a), and the
OSI (Fig. 4.9b), and finally the TLWSS (4.9c). Comparing these plots, it is clear that we
consistently have generated time-dependent, multi-directional disturbed flow using 4
mL/min per side inlet.

4.4.2

Imaging [Ca2+]i during disturbed flow

With an understanding of the disturbed flow profiles within our channels, the [Ca2+]i
responses of VEC cells within our channels was evaluated in response to laminar and
disturbed flow. This was intended to determine the feasibility of biological experiments
within the device. First, HAEC were seeded inside the channels, loaded with calciumsensitive fluorescent dye fura-2, and imaged (Fig. 4.10). A field of cells was selected
near (above) the impinging jets, and exposed to increasing elevations of shear stress.
Flow was applied through the side inlets. As flow rate was increased, flow transitioned
from laminar to disturbed flow. Cellular changes in [Ca2+]i were observed. Laminar flow
yielded a sharp calcium transient for approximately a minute and a half. Disturbed flow
was then applied, yielding a more sustained calcium response, lasting approximately
twice as long. Next, HUVECs were tested using a similar protocol. HUVECs were again
seeded into the device and loaded with fura-2. Cells were then imaged on the microscope
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Figure 4.8 Repeatability of disturbed flow metrics determined by micro-PIV.
Results for the central plane disturbed flow at 4mL/min from 5 trials in 2 devices
were plotted and compared as a function of three x-y positions approximately
along the channel centre-line (y = 0). a) The time-average of the mean velocity
magnitude b) The OSI, representing the fraction of WSS in the reverse direction,
relative to mean WSS direction. c) The TLWSS, representing the wall shear
component transverse to the local directional axis of laminar flow. Plots show the
mean ± SD of values in each device at each location. Representative of five
independent trials, from two separate devices (black circles, red squares), with
61 recordings of 99 (6039) vector fields for each data point. The ability to
generate multi-directional disturbed flow is consistent between trials and devices,
although magnitudes appear to vary, indicating a systematic bias between
devices. Differences likely result from variability in position of device in the field of
view, as well as selection of the z-plane in the device. Small differences due to
variability in the device fabrication could also contribute. Excellent intradevice
repeatability, and good interdevice variability were observed.
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Figure 4.9 [Ca2+]i imaging in VECs during disturbed flow. a) Representative field
of fura-2-loaded cells imaged with an excitation wavelength of 345 nm. HAECs
were seeded within the microfluidic device and allowed to adhere. Following 48h
of incubation and laminar flow (10 µL/h), cells were loaded with the calciumsensitive fluorescent dye fura-2 and imaged on an inverted microscope.
Polarization of the cells along the axis of laminar flow was not observed at a flow
rate of 10 µL/h. b) Monitoring of [Ca2+]i in response to flow stimuli. [Ca2+]i is
represented as the ratio of fluorescence intensity at 345 : 380 nm. Background
flow rate of 1 mL/min was applied through both the side inlets. When flow was
increased to 2 mL/min, a sharp [Ca2+]i transient was observed. When flow rate
was further increased to 3 mL/min, creating disturbed flow, a muted but
temporally sustained [Ca2+]i transient was observed. c) Using the same protocol
as b, HUVECs were loaded with fura-2 and imaged. [Ca2+]i was monitored over
time in response to flow stimuli. Background flow rate of 0.01 mL/min was
applied through the top (laminar) inlet. Laminar flow was increased to 1 mL/min,
and a sharp [Ca2+]i transient was observed in 1/9 cells. After a ~15 min recovery
period, flow was pumped through side inlets at 1 mL/min, applying flow
transverse to the axis of laminar flow, and a sustained [Ca2+]i transient was
observed. This 1 mL/min flow rate from the side inlets would not develop
disturbed flow, as determined in experiments not shown. When side inlet flow
was increased to 3 mL/min to generate disturbed flow, a muted but temporally
sustained [Ca2+]i transient was observed in 9/9 cells. The different lines on the
plot are 3 individual cell [Ca2+]i ratio measurements. Data are representative of
10 cells total, from two independent experiments in two different cell types.
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to observe changes in [Ca2+]i in response to laminar and disturbed flow (Fig. 4.10c). Cells
were initially exposed to background flow (0.01 mL/min) from the larger laminar flow
inlet. The flow rate was then increased to 1 mL/min to expose cells to laminar WSS, and
a sharp calcium transient was observed in 1 of 9 cells monitored. The cells were then
allowed a period of approximately 15 minutes to recover at a flow rate of 0.01 mL/min.
At this point, background flow from the top inlet was paused. Flow at the side inlets was
then applied at 1 mL/min, inducing flow transverse to the axis of laminar flow. Again a
transient increase in [Ca2+]i was observed, this time in all 9 of 9 cells monitored. The flow
rate was increased to 3 mL/min from the side inlets, again stimulating all 9 cells.

4.5 Discussion & conclusions
We have successfully developed a method for applying disturbed flows to live-cells
during real-time monitoring. The technique is compatible with fluorescence microscopy
techniques, including micro-PIV and calcium ratio imaging. The shear vectors during
both laminar and disturbed flow were determined experimentally with micro-PIV and
were found to be repeatable and within the range set out to be achieved. Human VECs
were found to be viable in our device, displaying variable responses dependent on the
flow regimen. The device was designed and built using an established technique that is
straightforward and accessible with minimal investment. The device design was adapted
from a micromixer previously published in the literature (Liu et al., 2009), and modified
to suit our purposes. We added an additional inlet to enable laminar flow in the cellimaging region of the device, allowing the establishment of cellular alignment and
normal VEC morphology. Our device was fabricated from PDMS, which enables ease of
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biocompatibility with live-cells, allowing for cell adhesion (with fibronectin pretreatment), while maintaining optical clarity for compatibility with established imaging
techniques. PDMS microfluidic devices have the additional benefit that once a mold is
constructed, several devices can be rapidly produced, enabling ease of device
manufacturing for experimentation. PDMS microchannels may expand their dimensions
under flow, depending on conditions and thus create uncertainty in the device
dimensions, leading to erroneous wall shear stress calculations. However, the channel
dimensions were determined experimentally using fits to the velocity profile in the height
dimension of our cell, under similar flow conditions used during cell experimentation.
This alleviates this potential confounding factor and gives us confidence that the shear
stress vectors predicted during calibration should be comparable to the conditions
experienced by the cells.
During laminar flow, two different methods of estimating wall shear from observed
velocity vectors were investigated. These two methods were found to differ by up to ~0.3
Pa. Method 1 involved taking the slope at the wall of the curve fit, while method 2
involved estimating the magnitude by taking the slope at Dz. Therefore, as we could not
use Method 1 during disturbed flow (as we cannot generate a coherent z-profile due to
the time-depended asynchronicity of disturbed flow), our shear stress magnitudes could
potentially deviate from those expected by up to the same amount. We do not believe this
to be a major consideration as we are mostly concerned with the direction and directional
changes of the shear vectors, which are still assessed accurately by our method.
Shear stress vectors were compared over several independent trials, including complete
disassembly and reassembly. Excellent intradevice variability and good interdevice
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variability was observed for all the parameters measured. Highly multidirectional flow
was generated in all cases as observed by quiver plots, and supported by OSI no less than
0.2 for every trial (though commonly much higher). Shear stress cannot be monitored by
micro-PIV during cell experimentation, but the ability to calibrate several devices yields
predictable shear stresses during cellular experiments. Shear stress vectors determined
have a degree of uncertainty to their magnitude. It was found that the TLWSS range
observed (52%, 30%, 32% at positions i,j,k – see Fig. 4.9) during disturbed flow was
acceptable for the objectives of the present study and future directions. A key factor to
note, is that while this range may impede the power of our ability to compare shear stress
magnitudes within the range observed, we still maintain the capability to apply
predictable magnitudes of wall shear, comparable to those applied during laminar flow.
Additionally, shear stress directions were highly repeatable, given a sufficient time scale
(~5 min) similar to those used within cell studies. This time scale was found to be
suitable in comparison to the time-scale of cell experimentation. Although instantaneous
shear vectors cannot be predicted, this is a necessary by-product of our goal to generate
disturbed flow within our device. In fact, the unpredictable nature of the instantaneous
flow is evidence of the successful generation of the disturbed flow paradigm.
The minimum wall shear that can be applied is determined by the ability of the pump to
deliver low flow rates. Similarly, the maximal wall shear generated within the channels at
laminar flow is determined by the maximal flow rate provided by the pump, and also by
the pressure of the system. As flow rate is increased, pressure also increases within the
device, and beyond a certain point either the pump will stall due to back-pressure, or the
device will fail due to rupturing of the PDMS or inlet seals.
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The endothelial cells lining human vasculature are key to vascular health and disease
(McCarron et al., 2019; Rajendran et al., 2013). The vasculature is known to be
mechanically sensitive and VECs are thought to be the mechanosensors (Liu et al., 2013;
Zaragoza et al., 2012). Fluid shear stress arising from blood flow is a key regulator of
VEC outcomes (Chistiakov et al., 2017). Aside from fluid shear, blood triggers vascular
EC responses in a variety of other ways, including but not limited to pressurization of the
vessels causing mechanical stretch of the vessel wall (Anwar et al., 2012; Liu et al.,
2013); delivering growth factors, nutrients and other soluble factors to the ECs (Godoy et
al., 2013; Harjes et al., 2012); and interactions of circulating blood cells and their
products with ECs (Colin et al., 2014; Said et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2013; Voisin and
Nourshargh, 2013). Notwithstanding these other important players, it has been
established that shear stress due to blood flow is critical for the initiation and progression
of atherosclerosis (Gimbrone and Garcia-Cardena, 2013; Heo et al., 2014; Le et al., 2017)
and other vascular diseases including hypertension (Goto et al., 2018), thrombosis
(Ascuitto et al., 2017), and aneurysms (Geers et al., 2017).
Endothelial dysfunction has been identified as a key mediator of many disease states,
including and extending beyond that just of the vasculature (Castellon and Bogdanova,
2016; Coco et al., 2019; Echeverria et al., 2019; Konukoglu and Uzun, 2017; Losinska et
al., 2019; Premer et al., 2019; Randi, 2016; Virdis et al., 2019). It has also been found
that endothelial dysfunction itself is significantly mediated by fluid shear stress due to
blood flow (Gimbrone et al., 2000). Interestingly, it is not just the magnitude, but the
directions and time-dependent nature of fluid shear stress vectors that contribute to
endothelial dysfunction (Lee et al., 2015). Fluid dynamics are often disturbed in vivo,
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leading to endothelial dysfunction and disease (Heo et al., 2016; Heo et al., 2011). This
sensitivity of VECs to variable flow direction, while critical, is not fully understood. It
has been suggested that VECs respond to atheroprone flow with calcium-dependent
mechanisms (Green et al., 2018). Indeed, it appears that cells are able to align to the axis
of flow, and initiate distinct patterns of Ca2+ signaling when exposed to flow orthogonal
to that alignment (Lafaurie-Janvore et al., 2016). Further studies have been performed in
an attempt to elucidate mechanisms by which Ca2+ signaling may be altered in response
to disturbed flow (Melchior and Frangos, 2010; Melchior and Frangos, 2012). Generally,
our goal was to facilitate the further study of vascular ECs exposed to more
pathologically relevant forms of disturbed flow. Vascular ECs tended to have more
sustained [Ca2+]i elevations in response to disturbed flow. As well, cells appeared less
sensitive to laminar flow than to disturbed flow. However, these results must be
confirmed with additional experiments. It is plausible that modified [Ca2+]i dynamics
could have consequences for VEC-mediated diseases associated with disturbed flow.
In conclusion, we have developed and validated a microfluidic system for applying
disturbed flow to live-cells during real-time microscopy. The device has been shown to
be compatible with real-time monitoring of [Ca2+]i in cells exposed to laminar and
disturbed flow paradigms. This device will facilitate studies into the early responses of
VECs to disturbed flow.
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Chapter 5

5

General discussion & conclusions
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5.1

Summary & future directions

Human tissues possess the ability to sense and respond to mechanical loads and forces.
This ability is known as mechanotransduction, and it functions to convert mechanical
stimuli to biochemical signals – the native language of the cell. Interest in the
phenomenon of mechanotransduction is more than a curiosity; mechanical loading plays
an essential role in the physiology and pathology of most human tissue systems. The
molecular signaling pathways underlying mechanotransduction are not fully understood.
One reason for this knowledge gap has been the lack of technology. The mechanical
stimuli that cells respond to require specialized equipment to generate for in vitro studies.
The mechanical signals that are especially relevant to cells in vivo are dynamic, timedependent loads and forces. Additionally, the transient nature of the initial
mechanotransductive biochemical signals necessitates the use of real-time monitoring for
their detection. Although scientists have a plethora of tools at their disposal, existing
systems do not have the ability to provide relevant mechanical stimuli while allowing
observation of early responses in live cells.
In this thesis, the development and utilization of new technologies have been presented.
These tools are intended to “open the door” for future investigations of the cellular
mechanisms of mechanotransduction. My studies, at the interface between cell biology
and engineering, addressed the following three discrete deficiencies in the field.
Objective 1 – To develop and validate a system for high-frequency vibration of live
cells during real-time microscopy
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There existed a deficiency in available technologies for the application of low-magnitude
high-frequency vibrations to live-cells during real-time microscopy. LMHF stimuli have
been shown to be relevant to human health and disease. Most studies into the effects of
vibration involve the whole-body vibration of animals, and then assay the downstream
biological effects. While the literature reports existing methods to vibrate cells, these
methods are not compatible with simultaneous microscopic monitoring.
Therefore, in Chapter 2, we described the development of a device for the application of
LMHF stimuli to live-cells during real-time microscopic monitoring. The platform has
been validated at frequencies up to 500 Hz, and magnitudes of up to 1 g peak
acceleration. Two methods were used to evaluate the vibrations produced by the device,
and were found to agree within 10%. The device has been used in a series of experiments
to demonstrate that osteoblastic cells did not respond with [Ca2+]i to vibrational
parameters previously identified in the literature as having biological effects on whole
animal and cell culture models. It was then demonstrated that, while the cells studied did
not respond to the vibrations delivered with [Ca2+]i, they did become desensitized to
subsequent additions of exogenous ATP. With the development of this technology,
researchers can begin to attempt unravelling the molecular mechanisms of cellular
mechanotransduction. This work has also presented results with potential implications in
the purinergic signaling pathways involved in osteoblastic mechanotransduction of
LMHF vibration.
Objective 2 – To develop validate a microfluidics fabrication technique for devices
compatible with live-cell microscopy
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There exists a deficiency of readily-accessible techniques for the simple and affordable
fabrication of microfluidic devices compatible with live-cell microscopy. Investigations
utilizing microfluidics have already offered novel insights into biology, and has
promising future as a platform for routine wet-lab use. However, current methods may
require specialized equipment or expertise in engineering, raising the barrier to entry
above that which biologists feel comfortable approaching.
Therefore, in Chapter 3 we described the development of an accessible method for the
practical fabrication of microfluidic devices, geared towards non-specialists. The system
is capable of accurately and precisely delivering stead-flow fluid shear to live cells during
real-time microscopy. A PDMS-based replica molding fabrication technique was
developed that produces leak-proof microfluidic devices. The reproducibility of this
technique was then evaluated. The fabrication technique produced channel dimensions
with precision in the estimated cross-sectional areas of up to 2%. The flow characteristics
generated in our device were determined using both computational and experimental
techniques. Wall shear stresses ranged between 1-3 Pa at the flow rates studied, and our
CFD and PIV results were found to not deviate significantly from one another. Finally,
the compatibility of the device with live cell cultures, and fluorescence based imaging
systems, was demonstrated. The calcium responses of cells to laminar fluid flow were
also demonstrated. We have the improved the accessibility for biological applications of
microfluidics. This has the potential to increase the breadth and impact of cell studies, in
the short and long term, by enabling biologists to generate customized research tools
relevant to their topic of interest.
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Objective 3 – To develop and validate a system to study the real-time responses of
live cells to disturbed fluid flow
There existed a deficiency in the available techniques for the application of multidirectional, disturbed fluid shear stress to live cells during real-time microscopic
monitoring. Disturbed flow has long been implicated in the pathogenesis of vascular
endothelial cell activation, and consequently dysfunction. This pathological state disrupts
not only the vessel wall, but has also been associated with a host of systemic disease
states. There exists a substantial understanding into the downstream signals and effects of
endothelial dysfunction. However, the knowledge of the fast-acting, transient signals that
underlie endothelial mechanobiology is comparatively meagre. A major reason for this
lack of knowledge is a lack of technology to facilitate the relevant biological
investigations.
Therefore, in Chapter 4 we described the development of a microfluidic device to apply
disturbed flow to live cells during real-time microscopic monitoring. The device was
determined to repeatably deliver time-dependent, multidirectional wall shears. The flow
was found to be highly multi-directional, as demonstrated by OSI of no less than 0.2,
supported by vector quiver plots to visualize flow directions. The device maintains the
ability to apply laminar flows to cells as well, an important consideration for
experimental control, as well as the establishment of physiological endothelial cell
behavior. Microfabrication techniques established in Chapter 3 were used to achieve this
goal. A series of sophisticated micro-particle imaging studies were then performed to
experimentally determine fluid behaviour of disturbed flow within the device. Following
this, the reproducibility of disturbed flow generation in this device was demonstrated
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both within the same device, and between different devices. Flow parameters were found
to have excellent agreement when evaluated within the same device, and good agreement
when evaluated between different devices. We then demonstrated the compatibility of our
device and the disturbed flow stimulus with live endothelial cells, and observed responses
of cells to laminar and disturbed flows. With this technology, researchers can investigate
the spatiotemporal dynamics of key signaling molecules such as [Ca2+]i in the early steps
of disturbed flow mechanotransduction.
Taken all together, this thesis describes the development a suite of tools that facilitate the
investigation of signaling pathways activated during cellular mechanotransduction. These
tools accurately and precisely generate specific, dynamic forms of mechanical stimuli
that are relevant to human physiology and pathology. The ability to deliver mechanical
loads isolated from other modes of mechanical stimuli will be key in future studies aimed
at unraveling the cellular mechanisms of mechanotransduction.

5.2

General significance

Despite the fact these tools load cells with different modes of mechanical stimuli, the
forces applied share many similarities. For example, they hold in common their timedependent nature, and their potential to converge on specific aspects of the
mechanotransductive machinery. Equally interesting is the potential for divergence
within the mechanisms of cellular mechanotransduction. In fact, we have identified
examples of such convergence and divergence. Following, is an example of divergence in
mechanotransduction signaling demonstrated in this thesis.
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We (and others) have shown that osteoblastic cells respond to fluid shear stress with
transient elevations in [Ca2+]i. We have also shown, for the first time, that contrary to
this, osteoblastic cells do not respond to LMHF vibrational stimuli with acute changes in
[Ca2+]i. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this divergence has been
demonstrated. Although it only holds over the range of vibrational parameters
investigated (frequency, magnitude, loading period), and specific cell types interrogated
(mouse and rat osteoblasts, rat osteoclasts), this is an important contribution to the
mechanotransduction knowledge-base. This implies the potential for differential
regulation of cell signaling pathways in response to different mechanical stimuli. It also
raises potential questions for mechanical loading in vivo.
As previously discussed, loading in vivo is thought to influence the cell through multiple
modes of mechanical stimulation simultaneously. For example, during peak systole, an
endothelial cell lining an artery will experience not only fluid shear due to blood flow,
but also tensile strain as the vessel expands (due to increased hydrostatic pressure),
stretching the cell. Or, during locomotion, bone cells are vibrated at both low (Wang et
al., 2016) and high (Beck, 2015; Nagaraja and Jo, 2014) frequencies, while
simultaneously being sheared by interstitial fluid displaced during loading. So, how then
does the cell respond to these differential stimuli? Our results suggest that these diverging
effects of different mechanical loads on mechanotransduction can converge at different
steps in the molecular machinery. Following, is a possible example of such convergence.
Although fluid shear and vibration were shown to diverge in their effects on [Ca2+]i (with
fluid shear stimulating elevations [Ca2+]i and vibration having no apparent effect on
[Ca2+]i), they may have had a common effect (upstream of Ca2+i) on purinergic signaling.
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It has been shown in the literature that the mechanism underlying the calcium response to
fluid flow is mediated by the release of ATP and subsequent activation of cell-surface P2
receptors (Genetos et al., 2005; Riddle et al., 2007; You et al., 2002). Therefore, the
finding in Chapter 2 that LMHF vibration desensitized ATP-induced [Ca2+]i signaling
implies some commonality in the signaling mechanisms involved in the response to both
forms of mechanical stimulation. Whether the desensitization we observed in vitro is
recapitulated in vivo is not clear. It is conceivable that a small amount of ATP release in
vitro was sufficient to induce desensitisation, but insufficient to trigger a global elevation
in [Ca2+]i. On the other hand, in vivo, that small amount of ATP release might be
sufficient to trigger a global elevation in [Ca2+]i due to relatively small volume of
extracellular fluid present between cells in vivo. This is in contrast to the relatively large
volume of medium bathing the cells in vitro, which would rapidly dilute any released
ATP to subthreshold concentrations.

5.3

Limitations of the research and suggestions for future
studies

It is not clear if responses to mechanical stimuli observed separately in vitro, are
indicative of what happens in vivo during simultaneous loading (e.g. vibration and fluid
shear). Leading from this thought, one key feature of the vibration device from Chapter 2
is that it is compatible with microfluidic devices fabricated using the methods described
in Chapter 3. In another study, we have demonstrated the feasibility of combining these
two methods to simultaneously apply vibration and fluid shear stress, each of which can
be independently configured and controlled (Lorusso et al., 2017). Thus, there is potential
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to investigate the biological effects of combining both stimuli, and evaluating their
synergy (or lack thereof).
This dual-modal approach could have implications for the conclusions made regarding
the vibration device in Chapter 2. The mechanism of P2 desensitization by LMHF
vibration is unclear. It appears that it is predominantly P2Y receptors experiencing
desensitization during vibrational pretreatment. In other cell systems, P2Y receptors have
been reported to desensitize within minutes, likely via MAPK-mediated phosphorylation,
followed by receptor internalization (Liu et al., 2002). As mentioned above, it is possible
that the vibrational stimulus causes release of ATP at concentrations sufficient to
desensitize P2Y, but insufficient to induced a global Ca2+ response. ATP release could be
mediated by an active vesicular exocytotic mechanism or by passive, membrane-damagerelated leak or rupture.
A future study leading from this would be to investigate the effect of increasing the cell
surface area to extracellular fluid volume ratio in the device. An established method for
increasing this ratio is with microfluidics. Therefore, one could repeat these experiments
in a microfluidic device with a higher surface area to volume ratio, and investigating
whether the resulting increase in concentration of extracellular ATP is now enough to
trigger elevation of [Ca2+]i in response to vibration. This would be a challenging
experiment, but technically feasible.
Another future study would be to determine if the lack of [Ca2+]i transients resulting from
LMHF vibration holds true for different experimental systems and conditions. For
example, high frequency vibrations have been linked to endothelial dysfunction (Cho et
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al., 2011). Therefore, it may be fruitful to investigate whether non-bone cells respond to
LMHF vibration with elevation of [Ca2+]i. Aside from testing different cell types or
vibrational parameters, the nature of the dish substrate could be a key variable. It has
already been determined that vibration effects can be affected by extracellular adhesion
(Kim et al., 2012). Thus, it could be fruitful to establish the effects of modifying the
elastic modulus of the substratum (e.g. using something softer than glass, such as
PDMS), the type of cell culture (e.g. 3D instead of 2D), and the biochemical properties of
the substratum (protein surface coatings such as fibronectin, vitronectin, laminin,
collagen, etc.).
The device described in Chapter 4 generates disturbed flow during real-time microscopy.
We demonstrated that the device was compatible with live cell culture and imaging.
During these experiments, we observed that cells were more likely to display temporally
sustained elevations in [Ca2+]i in response to disturbed flow, compared to the laminar
flow. Future studies characterizing these differences may be useful in evaluating the
initiation of endothelial cell pathogenesis. Prolonged [Ca2+]i elevation has been shown to
be aberrant signal, for example, in the cardiomyocytes of uraemic rats (McMahon et al.,
2002) and in human iPSCs modelling cardiac arrythmia (Spencer et al., 2014).
Prolonged calcium transients have also been observed in endothelial cells responding to
electrical fields (Takahashi et al., 2005) and experiencing diabetes-associated endothelial
dysfunction (Sheikh et al., 2012). Clearly, altered calcium dynamics can be associated
with disease. Recently it has been shown that spatiotemporal dynamics of Ca2+ transients
are key to controlling endothelial physiology, and that pathological low shear flows could
disrupt these dynamics, similar to what we are suggesting here (Taylor et al., 2017).
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I posit that researchers interested in recreating these technologies can utilize the methods
described in this thesis to identify specific mechanical loading regimens relevant to
human physiology and pathology. One specific long-term goal for mechanotransduction
research is understanding the mechanosensors responsible for the initial detection of a
mechanical load. While many such mechanisms have been identified (Jansen et al.,
2015), the cooperation of these different pathways in the orchestration of
mechanotransduction is not well understood. Additionally, how signaling is modulated
depending upon the time-dependent dynamics of the load is unclear. For example, the
primary cilium is a physical structure and, as such, will have mechanical resonances
determined by its mechanical properties. Indeed, researchers have already made attempts
to evaluate these characteristics (Resnick, 2015). As the cilium is loaded mechanically, it
is thought to deflect. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the deflections of the
cilium will be a function not only of the magnitude of the load, but the frequency content
as well. Specific frequencies of mechanical loading could even stimulate resonances
within the ciliary structure, amplifying the deformation of the cilium.
Mechanotransduction appears to be a physiological function that is highly conserved
between cell types and organisms, and thus has applications in a range of research fields.
In fact, Chapter 4 is the culmination of a collaboration with physicist Dr. Tamie
Poepping. Similarly, our practical fabrication technique described in Chapter 3 is
currently being utilized in ongoing studies with vascular biology collaborators at
Western. Additionally, it has led to a successful collaboration with physicist Dr. John de
Bruyn (Liu et al., 2018). I believe that what we have learned and developed here will be
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readily transferrable, fostering future scientific inquiry into mechanotransduction and
other fields of research.

5.4

Concluding remarks

This thesis has described the development and implementation of a suite of platforms for
the dynamic mechanostimulation of live cells during real-time microscopic monitoring.
These devices can deliver precise and biologically relevant dynamic loads to cell cultures
during simultaneous microscopic analysis. The vibration and fluid flow platforms provide
powerful tools for future research investigating cellular mechanotransduction
mechanisms. Discoveries made using these platforms may eventually contribute to the
development of therapeutic medical interventions (pharmacological or nonpharmacological) for pathologies of the skeleton, vasculature, and other human tissues.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Legends for movie files
Video 2.1 Direct high-speed imaging of fiducial particles undergoing vibrational
displacement. Polystyrene fiducial marker particles (6 μm diameter) were embedded in
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The dish was filled with 3.5 mL of water, to emulate the
mass of a dish with medium and cells. The dish was then vibrated at the indicated
frequencies and magnitudes of peak acceleration, under an inverted microscope. Images
were acquired at 1200 frames per second using a high-speed camera. Videos were cut and
cropped, and several full cycles of each bead’s motion are shown. Images are shown at
30 frames per second (i.e. slowed down 40x). Selected images from this experiment are
provided in Figure 3A.
Video 2.2 Ratio imaging of ATP-induced [Ca2+]i elevation in MC3T3-E1 cells following
sham pretreatment (non-vibrated). As described in the legend for Figure 6, cells were
loaded with the calcium-sensitive dye fura-2 and placed in the vibration device on the
microscope. Cells were not pretreated with vibration (sham). Video begins following
sham pretreatment. ATP (100 μM final) was added to the culture dish at the time
indicated on the video. Images are ratios of fluorescence intensities at 345 and 380 nm
from an entire field of cells. Increased brightness reflects an increased ratio and hence
elevation of [Ca2+]i. ATP induced transient elevation of [Ca2+]i in the majority of cells.
Frames were acquired at 1 frame per second (500 ms exposure for each wavelength), and
are shown at 15 frames per second (sped up 15x). Selected images from this experiment
are provided in Figure 6B. Representative of a total of 9 dishes of cells from 3
independent experiments.
Video 2.3 Ratio imaging of ATP-induced [Ca2+]i elevation in MC3T3-E1 cells following
pretreatment with vibration. A parallel sample of cells (from the same experiment
illustrated in Supporting Video S2) were loaded with fura-2 and placed in the vibration
device. Cells were treated with vibration for 5 min at 45 Hz and 0.3 g peak acceleration.
The first 2 seconds of video correspond to the final 30 seconds of real-time experimental
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vibration, during which images are motion blurred. Vibration was then discontinued and
ATP (100 μM final) was added to the culture dish at the time indicated on the video.
Images are ratios of fluorescence intensities at 345 and 380 nm from an entire field of
cells. Increased brightness reflects an increased ratio and hence elevation of [Ca2+]i. ATPinduced transient elevation of [Ca2+]i was suppressed compared to that of sham-pretreated
cells shown in Supporting Video S2. Frames were acquired at 1 frame per second (500
ms exposure for each wavelength), and are shown at 15 frames per second (sped up 15x).
Selected images from this experiment are provided in Figure 6B. Representative of a total
of 9 dishes of cells from 3 independent experiments.
Video 2.4 Phase-contrast imaging of cell morphology in primary rat osteoclasts before
and after vibration. A sample of cells isolated from neonatal Wister rats were isolated in
the morning and plated with HEPES-buffered M199. Later that day, dishes were placed
in the vibration device. Cells were observed for ~12.5 minutes, vibrated for ~5 min at 45
Hz and 1 g peak acceleration, and then observed again for another ~12.5 minutes. During
vibration images captured are motion blurred. Two osteoclasts (large multi-nucleated
cells near the centre of the field of view) were located in this field of view and their
morphology was observed. No marked changes in behavior or appearance were noted
following vibration when compared to the same cell’s behavior prior to vibration. Cell
motility, size, and shape appeared to remain constant regardless of the vibrational
stimulus. Satellite cells of indeterminate lineage were also found in the culture dish and
did not appear to noticeably respond to vibration Video is 30 minutes and 7 seconds in
real-time, played back in 18 seconds (sped up ~100x). Video is representative of 16
osteoclasts in 8 dishes from 3 independent experiments.
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Appendix B: Animal use protocol

AUP Number: 2016-100
PI Name: Sims, Stephen M
AUP Title: Role Of Cytosolic Calcium In The Regulation Of Osteoclasts And Bone
Resorption// Ion Transport And Signalling In Skeletal Cells: P2 Nucleotide
Receptor Function In Bone
Approval Date: 12/07/2016
Official Notice of Animal Use Subcommittee (AUS) Approval: Your new
Animal Use Protocol (AUP) entitled "Role Of Cytosolic Calcium In The Regulation
Of Osteoclasts And Bone Resorption// Ion Transport And Signalling In Skeletal
Cells: P2 Nucleotide Receptor Function In Bone
" has been APPROVED by the Animal Use Subcommittee of the University Council
on Animal Care. This approval, although valid for four years, and is subject to
annual Protocol Renewal.2016-100::1
This AUP number must be indicated when ordering animals for this project.
Animals for other projects may not be ordered under this AUP number.
Purchases of animals other than through this system must be cleared through
the ACVS office. Health certificates will be required.
The holder of this Animal Use Protocol is responsible to ensure that all associated
safety components (biosafety, radiation safety, general laboratory safety) comply
with institutional safety standards and have received all necessary approvals.
Please consult directly with your institutional safety officers.
Submitted by: Copeman, Laura
on behalf of the Animal Use Subcommittee
University Council on Animal Care
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